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America’s most important contribution to watchmaking history was
the development and first practical demonstration of truly efficient mass
production methods for watches. In order to understand this unique lega-
cy, it is necessary to examine why technical know-how alone failed to
achieve this end in England, a preeminent contemporary watchmaking
center. It is also necessary to understand why efforts in the Boston area,
beginning around 1850, finally succeeded where earlier American efforts
had failed.

A watershed event in American watch collecting, the Boston: Cradle of
Industrial Watchmaking seminar, brought together a distinguished
group of scholars to address these and other intriguing questions. David
Penney, past editor of the outstanding British periodical, Antiquarian
Horology, and Michael C. Harrold, prolific American horological author
and Henry Fried Award winner, set the stage for the birth of the
American industry by describing preceding developments in the U.S. and
abroad. Together, with their fellow speaker George Collord, a leading stu-
dent of early watchmaking technology, David and Mike discussed the key
innovations in production technology and labor organization, which was
the basis for America’s success.

The interplay between technology, marketing imperatives, and craft
attitudes subsequently gave birth to a wide spectrum of uniquely
American timekeepers. In extensively illustrated presentations, Ron
Price and Craig Risch discussed how the particular features of these
watches reflected the technical challenges and leading horological per-
sonalities of their day. (A third presentation, by Dr. Clint Geller focusing
on E. Howard & Co. pocket watches, subsequently was expanded into A
Study of E. Howard & Co. Watchmaking Innovations, 1858-1875, and

published as a companion volume to the Boston seminar book.) Henry
Fried Award recipient Philip T. Priestley then put the accomplishments
of American watchmaking into a broader context by describing its inter-
national impact.

The primary focus of the seminar was the period beginning in 1857,
with the sale of the bankrupt Boston Watch Company, and ending in
1875, when both the American Watch Company of Waltham and E.
Howard & Company in Roxbury (now Boston), claimed succession to the
Boston Watch Company, and turned out watches of a wide range of vari-
eties and grades. Arguably, all the favorable fortune that Waltham sub-
sequently enjoyed was based on the early commercial success of their
“Model 1857” watch, inherited from their defunct predecessor. This sem-
inal model was never the best available in the American market, but it
represented a superior value compared with comparably priced foreign
handmade goods. In so being, the Waltham Model 1857 established a
secure market niche for American watchmaking. Ron Price, author of
Origins of the Waltham Model, describes the origin and evolution of this
critical watch design, replete with all the delicious minutiae cherished by
collectors.

Waltham and Howard, joined in 1867 and thereafter by numerous
other American manufacturers, strove aggressively and successfully, to
expand the niche established by Waltham’s workhorse full plate. By
1875, through these efforts, the market image of American watches had
been transformed from that of “best buy” alternatives to icons of quality
and desirability. The 1857-1875 period saw the introduction of divided
plate and 3/4-plate watch designs, important escapement evolutions, and
numerous other advances in accuracy, reliability, utility, convenience,
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and cosmetic appeal. Damascening, nickel finish, raised gold, screwed-
down jewel settings, pendant winding and setting, safety barrels and pin-
ions, Breguet hairsprings, micrometric regulation, adjustment to posi-
tions, and chronograph mechanisms, all made their appearance in
American watches during this period. After the reabsorption of the staff
and machinery of the technically crucial Nashua Watch Company in
1862, the innovative charge at Waltham was led by the separately staffed
and equipped “Nashua Department” of the factory. It was in this branch
of the factory from which Waltham’s most superbly finished and techni-
cally advanced timekeepers would spring for the next three decades. Past
Chapter 174 president, and devoted student of American horology, Craig
Risch discussed the career and watch design innovations of Charles

Vander Woerd, who served as the Nashua Department’s foremost cre-
ative force, and whose machinery inventions made it possible for
Waltham’s meteoric rise in the 1857-1875 period.

Many of the watches described in the presentations, and other impor-
tant early American timepieces, were on display in the on-site exhibit of
American pocket watches, documents, photographs, and other ephemera.
It is likely that the Boston: Cradle of Industrial Watchmaking display
will be remembered for many years to come as the most important, well-
presented, and well-documented public exhibit of American pocket
watches in history. An extensively annotated pictorial catalog of this
unique exhibit is included here.
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Precursors to
Industrialization

by Tom McIntyre

The American colonies and the United
States that formed from them had watch-
makers and clockmakers just as in England.
In the earliest instances, it is difficult to dis-
tinguish the American content from the
English content. This same problem exists in
pure English watches where the origin of the
work is never completely clear. The putting
out and finishing systems meant that many
hands contributed to the final watch.

E. Stevens, Boston:
Watch 1 is a very early verge signed E.

Stevens, Boston, with no serial number. From
the engraved ring on the dial plate and the
Egyptian pillars, it can be dated to the mid-
dle of the eighteenth century. The silver case
is somewhat crudely made and bears no hall-
marks. It is possible that it was made in
America. The dial is a typical English dial
from the second half of the eighteenth centu-
ry. Watches with engraved dial rings are nor-
mally found with champlevé dials. The case
maker’s mark is T. S. with a crown.

It is possible that the dial is a later
replacement and the movement is actually
earlier than 1740. It clearly predates the rev-
olutionary war.

The case of the Stevens watch is a rela-
tively crudely made silver case without hall-
marks and could have been made in the
colonies or, it could be a provincial case that
slipped by the duty mark, since it was des-
tined for export to the colonies.
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Watch 1A. E. Stevens Boston watch inner front. Watch 1B. E. Stevens Boston watch movement.

Watch 1C. E. Stevens Boston
watch movement side.

Watch 1D. E. Stevens Boston
watch movement side.
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Watch 1E. E. Stevens Boston watch
movement inner case mark.

Watch 1H. E. Stevens Boston watchcase back. Watch 1I. E. Stevens Boston watch inner back.

Watch 1F. E. Stevens Boston watch outer case mark.

Watch 1G. E. Stevens Boston watch paper.



Effingham Embree S/N 729:
Watch 2 is a verge watch signed Effingham

Embree, New York, circa 1795. This watch appears
to have a substantial amount of American content,
although much of the ebauche is of English origin.
The case on this watch is gilt metal and therefore
has no hallmarks. The serial number of 729 could
represent watches made by or for Embree, but would
be a very large personal output for six years, as he
was also managing his business.

Effingham Embree was born in 1759 and was a
watchmaker working in New York City from 1789 to
1795. Prior to owning his own business, Embree was
partners with Joseph Pearsall, roughly from 1781 to
1789. After 1795, he relocated to Long Island and
sold his New York business to Stephen Van Wyck.

This watch could have been produced anytime
from 1781 to 1795. The elegant dial is indicative of a
later date, perhaps as late as 1795.
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Watch 2A. Effingham Embree watch. Watch 2B. Effingham Embree watch case back.

Watch 2D.
Effingham Embree
watch dust cover.

Watch 2C. Effingham Embree watch movement.
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Watch 2E. Effingham Embree watch
inside case back showing watch paper.

Watch 2F. Effingham Embree watch case hinge.

Watch 2G. Effingham Embree watch movement edge.

Watch 2H. Effingham Embree watch movement side.



Cairns of Providence, Rhode Island:
Watch 3 is a verge watch by John Cairns of Providence, Rhode Island.

There is no documentary evidence that this watch was actually made in
America; although, there is very strong evidence in the watch itself that
it is of American manufacture. This watch was the subject of an article
by David Cooper, “John Cairns (1751-1809) and other American
Watchmakers,” in the February 2002 NAWCC BULLETIN, where it is fully
described. It is likely, but not certain, that this watch preceded the work
of Goddard in Shrewsbury, which would make it the first known watch
of American manufacture.

The very first well-documented watches made in the United States
are those by Luther Goddard. The Cairns article suggests some earlier
possible watchmakers, but it is clear that Luther Goddard and several of
his apprentices were the first to manufacture American watches in sig-
nificant volume.
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Watch 3A. Verge watch by Cairns of Providence.

Watch 3B. Verge watch by Cairns of Providence case back.

Watch 3C, right. Verge watch by Cairns of Providence movement.



John Peatling S/N 9,213:
Watch 4, signed John Peatling, Boston, is a good

example of a standard Liverpool contract watch from
the period 1800 to 1820. The case bears a London
hallmark for 1804 with the maker’s mark of Samuel
Hennel (1778-1837). The cream dial is unusual at this
period and could be a later replacement. The sterling
pair case is very solid and has the typical five-knuck-
le joint found on medium-grade English work. The
gold heart and arrow hands are nicer than the stan-
dard fare. The movement serial number 9,213 is
clearly that of the actual maker and not Peatling.
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Watch 4A. Standard Liverpool
contract watch from 1800-1820 by

John Peatling.

Watch 4B. John Peatling watch movement.

Watch 4C. Dust cover. Watch 4D. Movement side view. Watch 4B. Watch paper.



Luther Goddard S/N 194:
Watch 5 is Luther Goddard’s

watch No. 194. It is an excellent
cased example, with the formal
design of pierced lyre-shaped
balance cock representative of
his work. These watches are sim-
ilar in design to the equivalent
English watches of the period
and contain some imported
material (steel parts, dials, and
hands). However, all brass parts,
finish work, and cases were
made in the United States. It can
be seen that, to facilitate produc-
tion, the movement contains
minimal parts and only one visi-
ble screw.
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Watch 5A. Luther Goddard No. 194.

Watch 5C. Luther Goddard No. 194 case back.

Watch 5D. Luther Goddard No. 194 watch paper.

Watch 5B. Luther Goddard No. 194 movement.



Luther Goddard S/N 293:
Watch 6 is by Luther Goddard,

serial number 293. From the L.
Goddard & Son signature,
Luther’s oldest son, Parley, had
become a partner. It is similar in
design to the earlier example, sim-
ple in construction, and contains
no jewels. The serial numbers
make it clear that a substantial
number of watches were produced.
L. Goddard numbers run up to
540, and Parley Goddard watches
run up to at least 600. Several
other Goddard apprentices also
made watches.
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Watch 6A. Luther Goddard No. 293. Watch 6B. Luther Goddard No. 293 movement.

Watch 6C. Luther Goddard No. 293 case back.



Pitkin Brothers S/N 164:
Watch 7 is the Pitkin Brothers’ watch No. 164, one of their later Hartford timepieces.

Among its key features, the balance cock is held in a recess that allowed it to be fitted
without an extra locating pin. The pivots of the train wheels are held and adjusted for
end-shake with hardened steel screws. The screws have conical recesses in their tips
that mate with the conical ends of the wheel pivots. This watch also contains one of the
rare instances of lantern pinions in watchmaking, prior to their appearance in dollar
watches. Most of the Pitkin Hartford watches have window cutouts punched into their
top plates, which have been dispensed with in this example. Overall, it can be seen that
the Pitkins used an unconventional watch design that suited their simplified mechani-
cal production methods.

After moving to New York City in 1841, the Pitkin Brothers abandoned their unique
Hartford watch design, reverting to a relatively standard English style 3/4-plate layout.
While these watches had no fusee and used minimal parts, most construction details
were of conventional design.

One of the Pitkin’s earliest apprentices, Nelson Pitkin Stratton, later worked with
Aaron Dennison in the latter’s earliest effort to produce an industrial watch. It is report-
ed that Stratton took Dennison’s defective design for an 8-day timepiece and re-
arranged the design into a 30-hour watch to salvage as much of the material as possi-
ble.
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Watch 7A. Pitkin Brothers No. 164.

Watch 7B. Pitkin Brothers No. 164 movement.



Boston Watch Company
by Ron Price (MA)

The use of automated machinery to produce interchangeable parts on
a large scale in the making of watches was first achieved in America in
1850 by the Boston Watch Company, located in Roxbury, Massachusetts.
Although they were not the first people to use machines to make watch-
es, through yankee ingenuity, Aaron L. Dennison, Edward Howard, David
P. Davis, and Samuel Curtis were the first to put it all together and start
a major watch enterprise. Davis had no active role other than being a
business partner with Howard and a co-owner of related real estate. It is
not clear how active a role Curtis had other than to provide the major
financing, but in effect, he became the sole owner of the company by 1857
after investing a personal fortune. Unfortunately, like those who preced-
ed them, their initial efforts were not financially successful. However,
they laid the groundwork for the prosperous enterprise that followed.

The Boston Watch Company (BWCo.) made and sold approximately
5,000 movements and 4,000 cases before it failed financially. In addition,
it had another 1,300 watches in various stages of production in the fac-
tory at the time of its failure. The company was not falling apart in the
spring of 1857—they just ran out of money and places to get it.
Reportedly the company had invested $150,000 and owed $174,000 when
they became insolvent on April 15, 1857 (bankruptcy was called insol-
vency in 1857).

Dennison’s first model, completed in the summer of 1851, was
equipped with a large barrel in an attempt to achieve an 8-day running
period. It was not a good timekeeper and development efforts were redi-
rected to 30-hour watches instead. Dennison pursued his idea, however,
and although a successful 8-day movement named the Howard, Davis &
Dennison eventually was produced (probably S/Ns 1-15 and 16 and 17,
signed D. B. Fitts), Dennison had to admit that these watches would have
been too expensive to produce for a reasonable market, and the 8-day
watch was abandoned.

Production began in the spring of 1853 with 30-hour 15-jewel watches
that retailed for $40 in a silver case. The first 80 or so movements were
inscribed Warren, in tribute to the famous General Joseph Warren, who
was born near the site of their factory in Roxbury, (probably S/Ns 18-100,
although no serial numbers higher than 44 have yet been publicly report-
ed).

These watches were full plate with four pillars and had an English
appearance with large, clear aquamarine jewels. The train was slow,
14,400 beats per hour, like contemporary English watches. As an econo-
my measure, these watches had a going barrel, more like contemporary
Swiss watches than the typical verge fusee English watches. The going
barrel was simpler to manufacture than the fusee and chain. The escape
wheels had ratchet teeth. An English-style lever escapement was used
with the pallets mounted at a right-angle to the lever. Warren No. 44 has
stop works under the barrel bridge; perhaps other Warren movements do
as well.

After the Warren watches, about 900 more watches were produced in
Roxbury. These movements were engraved Samuel Curtis in honor of the
man who furnished the bulk of the initial capital (probably S/Ns 101-
1,000). At this time the firm began producing their own cases. Like
English cases, BWCo. cases for the Samuel Curtis were smaller than the
current standard 18-size to accommodate the smaller back plate.

Desiring to escape the extremely dusty conditions at the Roxbury fac-
tory, and planning for future expansion where employees could have com-
fortable homes, the company built a modern factory on the Charles River
in Waltham, MA, in the fall of 1854, on land of the Waltham
Improvement Company.

All of the watches produced at Waltham by the Boston Watch Co. were
engraved Dennison, Howard & Davis (DH&D), except perhaps 100 move-
ments marked Fellows & Schell, in the name of the watch wholesalers
who helped finance the new operation (as reported in the literature; how-
ever, no such Fellows & Schell examples have yet surfaced publicly). The
DH&D serial numbers range from 1,001 to 5,000 (No. 5,000 is a new
design).

The train was geared for 16,200 beats per hour (4.5 per second) on the
DH&D, faster than the slower English train of 14,400 beats per hour
(four per second), but still slower than 18,000 beats per hour (five per
second) like contemporary Howard watches that became the standard.
The so-called Model 57, that followed by the new company, still beat
16,200 beats per hour.

The DH&D incorporated several design improvements compared with
the Curtis, and it too, evolved over its production lifetime. The back plate
is 2/30ths larger for the convenience of a wider opening in the case. The
train and pillar arrangements are also different. The ratchet bridge on
the DH&D is stronger, and later versions have “peep holes” in the pillar
plate so the escapement can be seen in motion. These differences and
other details are illustrated in the author’s publication, Origins of the
Waltham Model 57.
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Howard, Davis & Dennison S/N 3:
This custom-designed model differs in many respects from the following production watches produced by the BWCo. It is oversized, approximate-

ly 22-size (49.5mm), to accommodate two large mainspring barrels, as well as an extra wheel and pinion set to run them. It is geared to run at 14,400
beats per hour and is probably fitted with stop-work barrels. The jewel settings are secured with two screws as opposed to three on the 30-day watch-
es; the center wheel is jeweled on the top plate. The hairspring is undersprung with a solid balance like the later production models, presumably to
reduce costs, whereas the original 8-day model was oversprung with an expansion balance. This movement has a gold balance. It is key set from the
front and is housed in an 18-karat F.D.&Co. hunting case.
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Figure 1A. Howard, Davis & Dennison S/N 3.

Figure 1B. Howard, Davis & Dennison S/N 3.

Figure 1C. Howard,
Davis & Dennison
S/N 3.



Samuel Curtis S/N 212:
Other than the style of engraving, the Samuel Curtis appears to be essentially the same as the Warren. At least the train, ratchet bridge, and

potance on this movement (and on S/N 899) are the same as on Warren 44. However, it does not have stop works. (As of yet, no Samuel Curtis has
been reported to have stop works, except for a custom/private label version S/N 170, signed John Warren (see page 19). Standard Samuel Curtis
movements are fitted with 15 jewels and jewel settings on the top plate. They are also undersprung with a solid steel balance. The porcelain dial with
Roman numerals on this example is not signed and the seconds bit is not sunk.

Pictures of Curtis 677 have been used to supplement the picture of 212. Serial number 677 is a typical cased example.

Boston: Cradle of Industrial Watchmaking Exhibit

Figure 2A. Samuel Curtis S/N 677. Figure 2B. Samuel Curtis S/N 212.

Figure 2C.
Samuel Curtis

S/N 677.

Figure 2D. Samuel
Curtis movement
S/N 677.
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Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 1,016:
This movement is not exactly a forerunner of the Model 57 because it has a dif-

ferent train arrangement in which the fourth, third, and center wheels are stacked
above one another, and the center wheel, which is solid, is buried in the pillar plate.
Probably to simplify the manufacture of the pillar plate, the train was rearranged
to raise the wheels in later movements. There is evidence to believe that the first
few hundred movements were made (or at least began) in the Roxbury plant with
the earlier layout. This example DH&D movement is fitted with 15 jewels, has
jewel settings on the top plate and is undersprung with a solid steel balance. The
porcelain dial is plain with Roman numerals and the seconds bit is not sunk. The
silver hunting case is marked F.M. 4580.
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Figure 3. Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 1,016.



Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,108:
The BWCo. experimented with producing lower grade watches and made a small number of seven-jewel DH&D movements, such as this example

with no plate jewels. However, they made no effort to distinguish and merchandise them with a separate marketing strategy, as their successor the
American Watch Company did with subsequent watches.

According to the Tracy Baker & Co. sales ledger, this exhibited movement went to the new company after the insolvency and was sold without a
case in June 1857, for $20 at a 20 percent discount; it was returned December 1857, and resold April 1858, for $18 at a 20 percent discount.
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Figure 4A. Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,108. Figure 4B. Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,108.



Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,258:
Design enhancements were applied to the DH&D over its production lifetime. Note the application of a steel key guard cup protecting the winding

square on this exhibited watch. The potance on this movement is also fastened differently than that on S/N 1,016. From observed movements, the
steel guard cup was applied to DH&D top plates beginning somewhere between S/Ns 1,540 and 1,718, and the method of fastening the potance
changed between S/Ns 2,886 and 2,929.

This DH&D example is housed in a BWCo. hunting case with eagle hallmark numbered 4,171. The dial with Roman numerals is not signed and
has gold hands.
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Figure 5A. Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,258.

Figure 5B. Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 4,258.

Figure 5C. Dennison,
Howard & Davis S/N 4,258.



John Warren 170:
This watch is an enigma. It is

identical to the Warren and Curtis
range of watches from the Boston
Watch Co. with the exception of stop
works on the barrel. The serial num-
ber could correspond to Curtis 170,
with private label markings for John
Warren who lived in Milton,
Massachusetts.

No connection is known between
John Warren and the Boston Watch
Co. However, there was an Andrew
Warren who was prominent among
the early Boston Watch Co. group in
Waltham. Andrew Warren was on
the Committee on Clocks, Watches,
Jewelry, Musical Instruments, etc.,
of the Agricultural and Industrial
Fair in 1857. The other committee
members were Charles W. Fogg,
Edward Howard, Aaron L.
Dennison, M. P. Alexander, Henry
Wyman, and Nelson P. Stratton. One
possibility is that Andrew Warren
was related and the watch was pro-
duced as a gift for John Warren.

There were a number of Warrens
on the tax rolls of Waltham. These
included, in the July 1856 account-
ing: Josiah Warren, Nehemiah
Warren, Royal S. Warren, and
Samuel D. Warren. This was also the
year that the Boston Watch
Company in Waltham took a prize
for their showing in the Mechanics
Fair, which was visited by 100,000
people. The Boston Watch Co.
employed 70 people in the year
1855.
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Figure 6B. John Warren 170.

Figure 6C. John Warren 170.

Figure 6A. John Warren 170.
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The BWCo. Sequel—the Model 57
Ron Price (MA)

Maybe in better financial times and with a little more luck, Samuel Curtis might have been able to turn the Boston Watch Company around finan-
cially. However, the author’s contention is that it never would have been as successful as the American Watch Company without the aggressive mar-
keting strategy injected by Royal Robbins. Even if the company had found Mr. Robbins before the insolvency, the founders would unlikely have accept-
ed him in control; and Mr. Robbins would unlikely have invested in the company with such a large debt. Indeed, Royal Robbins got a good deal when
buying the watch factory at the insolvency auction on May 9, 1857, even if he did not fully appreciate it at the time.

According to his records, Mr. Robbins paid $41,500 for the factory plus two mortgages amounting to $14,380 in liabilities. (Interestingly, it is yet to
be explained why the assignee recorded receiving $4,000 less in the court records.)

It is speculative history as to how much inventory Robbins found in the factory when he took over, but he did not take much time to get the facto-
ry operational again. He produced his first 100 watches in July of 1857, and was producing movements at the rate of 365 per month by the end of the
year. A March 13, 1856, Waltham Sentinel news article estimated the production to be around 250 movements per month prior to the company going
insolvent. Robbins’ first model watch, a continuation of the four-pillar, full-plate DH&D, later became known as the Model 57 for the year of its intro-
duction.

The depression of 1857 hit the company hard. Watches were sold at auctions and dumped at twice discount, and employees were asked to work at
half salary. By autumn 1858, the financial clouds began to break and a market for watches gradually re-emerged. On August 26, 1858, the Waltham
Improvement Company agreed to merge with Mr. Robbins’ watch company, and reorganized as the American Watch Company (AWCo.) on January 1,
1859.

Robbins’ first watches were finished in the style of the Boston Watch Company watches, but were engraved with the trademark Appleton Tracy &
Co. (AT&Co.). He quickly introduced his own style of engraving, but the movements were essentially the same DH&D design. Almost immediately
Robbins began plying the “supply and demand curve.” He introduced a lower grade, 7-jewel, C. T. Parker in November 1857, and the P. S. Bartlett in
December. He also introduced a version of the Bartlett the following January with 11 jewels (top plate
jeweled only) probably to give it the appearance of a 15-jewel watch. These watches were offered at
much lower prices than the AT&Co. grade, presumably to increase sales to compensate for the lower
margins. A succession of lower grade watches followed as Robbins experimented with customer
acceptance. Robbins used the AT&Co. movement as the quality grade leader on the Model 57, and the
lower grades as the common consumer watch. This successful merchandising technique launched the
American Watch Company into a world-class manufacturing enterprise. One million Model 57 watch-
es were produced in the model’s 25-year life.

This succession of grades and the changing features in each grade are illustrated in detail in the
author’s Origins of the Waltham Model 57, and in an abbreviated fashion in the 2002 Boston Seminar
book chapter “Evolution of the First Successful Industrialized Watch.” Several grades and features
are exemplified by watches in this exhibit.

Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 5,341:
Engravings on this August-September 1857 movement have the new AT&Co. appearance, but the

potance is the same as employed on DH&D movements. The full four-digit serial number is stamped
on the underside of the top plate as on DH&D movements, neither of which is the case on later
movements. However, it does have 16 jewels with the center arbor jeweled on the pillar plate. The
porcelain dial is plain with Roman numerals, but not original; the seconds bit would likely be sunk.
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Figure 1. Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 5,341.



C. T. Parker S/N 1,176:
This lower-cost seven-jewel grade has its top plate pinned to pillar posts instead of

being secured with screws; this saved labor and expense as screw manufacturing had not
yet become highly refined. On the other hand, the pinned plates might have been an
intentional distinguishing feature, as these watches employed many other screws. The
hairspring is also anchored in a brass stud on the plate under the balance cock on these
watches, presumably hidden like this so the stud could be left unfinished and be less cost-
ly to produce. Although the C. T. Parker and P. S. Bartlett movements did not employ the
same potance on the AT&Co. grade, they did share the same design of ratchet, ratchet
bridge, click, and click spring. The porcelain dial is plain with Roman numerals and the
seconds bit is not sunk. The No. 30 hunting case is made by C. J. & Bro. and is 18-karat
gold with an eagle hallmark.
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Figure 2. C. T. Parker S/N 1,176.



P. S. Bartlett S/N 1,409:
This early 7-jewel Bartlett (serial numbers began at 1,401) with steel balance became

the forerunner of AWCo.’s commodity products. PSB movements were later offered in
seven-, 11- and 15-jewel versions. Pinned plates were continued on the Bartlett until late
1858 (around S/N 12,500). The 15-jewel P. S. Bartlett was discontinued by the end of 1860,
favoring the 11-jewel instead for this grade. It is not clear why the cock on this example is
engraved “jeweled.” The AWCo. porcelain dial is probably not original. The case is just a
holder.
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Figure 3. P. S. Bartlett S/N 1,409.



Chas T. Parker S/N 8,153:
Although it has a pinned plate, this second-run Parker with gold balance has 15 jewels

in real settings, and is clearly a better grade than the Bartlett. Note that the serial num-
ber is in the AT&Co.’s new range. The previous 1,000 series numbers might intentionally
have been in the BWCo. range to disavow it as BWCo. material if not accepted by cus-
tomers. The AT&Co. porcelain dial has Roman numerals and a single-sunk seconds bit. The
OF coin silver case with star hallmark might not be original.
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Figure 4. Chas. T. Parker S/N 8,153.



Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 13,752 “Sporting Chronodrometer” (courtesy Charles Wallace):
The so-called Sporting Watches (chronodrometer stopwatch) followed the second-run P. S. Bartlett in serial number (13,701). The stopwatch com-

plication was built on the Model 57 design. A wire lever through the plate stops and holds the balance wheel when the stop button is pushed. It was
not very practical or successful. On the other hand, the culture in America in 1858-1860s probably had more to do with its lack of success. The porce-
lain single-sunk dial is signed “Improved sporting watch JAs Appleton Jr. Waltham, Mass.”; AT&Co. silver HC 7,137. Also, see another example in the
“Complicated Waltham Watches.”
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Figure 5A, left. Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 13,752 movement.
Figure 5A, right. Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 13,752 dial.



The J. Watson and R. E. Robbins Watches
By November 1859, the company introduced its first new model, the

thinner 3/4-plate Model 1,859 KW18, perhaps to compete with the
upcoming Nashua Watch Company. However, Robbins still kept experi-
menting with the Model 57 in varying grades. The Chas T. Parker grade
was followed by J. Watson and R. E. Robbins grades.

J. Watson S/N 23,878:
First-run 7-jewel, J. Watson watches have a unique engraving with the

name “London” on the barrel bridge and have an English appearance (at
least some had). With this designation they might have been made for
export; on the other hand, more likely, they were another Robbins exper-
iment and made to look like an English import. The second run all
appear to be engraved “Boston,” some with 11 jewels. The plain porcelain
unsunk dial on this exhibited watch has an English appearance. The sil-
ver HC, S/N 320 with no maker’s name, has an engine-turned inner lid.
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Figures 6A and 6B. J. Watson S/N 23,878.



R. E. Robbins S/N 25,180:
The R. E. Robbins watches are all 11 jewels (pillar plate, not jeweled) according to the

serial number ledger. These movements appear identical to the P. S. Bartlett being pro-
duced at the same time, including undersprung hairspring, hidden stud, and fake jewel
settings (just engraved into the plate). It is unclear why so few, or why any at all, were pro-
duced. This example watch has a gold balance and an unsunk AWCo. porcelain dial; the
AWCo. silver HC, S/N 6,170 has a lion hallmark.
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Figure 7. R. E. Robbins S/N 25,180.



Wm. Ellery S/N 46,211:
By 1862 the company’s next marketing experiment, the Wm. Ellery grade M57 watch,

became the popular Civil War soldier’s watch. Reportedly, by 1865 the soldier’s watch, the
Ellery, accounted for 44.6 percent of unit sales and 30.4 percent of the dollar volume. The
Wm. Ellery name was chosen as being distinctive and one of the signers of the Declaration
of Independence from Rhode Island. Due to the war market, though, this watch probably
would have sold well under any name.

This Ellery on exhibit was made in February 1862 with 11 jewels, steel balance, under-
sprung hairspring, and hidden stud, but note that there are no fake jewel settings as on the
Bartlett or Robbins grades. Ellery watches were also offered in seven jewels, favored for this
grade. The barrel bridges on the earlier runs were engraved “Boston,” perhaps to distinguish
them from the P. S. Bartlett grade.
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Figure 8. Wm. Ellery S/N 46,211.



Home Watch Co. S/N 468,253:
The next low-end Model 57, the Home Watch Co. (HWCo.) grade, was introduced in

December 1866 with S/N 283,001 in seven jewels (the following January, 11-jewel versions
were also offered), probably to compete with the newly founded National Watch Company.
The barrel bridge was engraved Boston instead of Waltham, possibly as camouflage to con-
vey the impression that this low-grade watch was not made by the AWCo. The Wm. Ellery
M57 was already engraved “Boston,” and at this time was changed to “Waltham” (see Ellery
S/N 711,193). Note the absence of a key guard cup protecting the winding square and the
absence of an applied index scale as on the better grades. The balance is also sprung under
whereas both the Ellery and Bartlett were made sprung over around 1868. Although it can-
not be seen, this 1870 example has a cheaper escape wheel with toe-ended teeth; the Ellery
was converted to the standard club tooth design around this time.
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Figure 9. Home Watch Co. S/N 468,253.



Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 365,660:
As Robbins introduced new grades, he continually upgraded the existing grades with

added features. The AT&Co. grade was a prime example. This watch on exhibit was deliv-
ered in 1869, several years after the AWCo. offered its better grade 3/4-plate models.
Although no longer the company’s top offering, the AT&Co. grade was the best in the
Model 57 line. It was spruced up to look more like the 3/4 plates, but was offered at a
more affordable price. Robbins was covering all bases. Note the plate jewels are smaller
than on the earlier version and their settings are secured with two screws, like the 3/4
plates versus three on earlier versions. Perhaps more important, the regulator and index
were moved to the balance cock like on the 3/4 plates. This was done only on the AT&Co.
grade Model 57. The exhibited case is a four-ounce coin silver half hunter (back lid opens
with button), open face with thick crystal. This is not a dainty watch.
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Figure 10. Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 365,660.



Waltham Watch Co. S/N 597,388:
The Waltham Watch Co. (WWCo.) grade was introduced in 1867 apparently as a bridge between the high-grade AT&Co. and low-grade HWCo.

movements. All WWCo. movements were given 15 jewels, but not quite all of the features of the AT&Co. grade (e.g., the jewel settings were fake, just
engraved into the plate). It was provided with stem winding as illustrated by this exhibited watch even before the AT&Co. grade, albeit not a very
good one (probably because at the time the company was offering stem winds in higher grade models). This 1873 WWCo. watch on exhibit is still key
set. In fact the stem can only be turned clockwise. Note that this stem wind movement, as with typical factory Model 57 stem winds, is held with two
case screws whereas key wind, key set versions have only one screw. It is also equipped with a mainspring let-down screw on the barrel bridge, but
is deactivated on the pillar plate side.
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Figure 11. Waltham Watch Co. S/N 597,388.



Wm. Ellery S/N 711,193:
This later-run 11-jewel Ellery made in 1873 looks an awful lot like the Bartletts of its

day (see PSB S/N 406,849), but it does not have the fake jewel settings, and the bimetal-
lic composition “expansion” balance is fake (there is no cut in the balance). It clearly is,
however, a better grade than the Home in this upgraded version, even when comparing 7-
jewel movements.
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Figure 12. Wm. Ellery S/N 711,193.



P. S. Bartlett S/N 406,849:
The Bartlett became Robbins’ mainstay Model 57, the middle-ground grade, and was

produced throughout the entire life cycle of the Model 57. As can be seen on this 11-jewel
example made in 1869, it is fitted with an expansion balance like the two higher AT&Co.
and WWCo. grades. Although there are exceptions (perhaps not original), the two lower
Ellery and HWCo. grades were not given expansion balances. With these five varying
grades of Model 57s, by 1869, Robbins was making a watch to fit every taste and pocket-
book.
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Figure 13. P. S. Bartlett S/N 406,849.



Am. Watch Co., Crescent Park S/N 816,849:
Introduced in May 1875, the Crescent Park and Martyn Square grades appear to have

been made for export. Their style of engravings, balance cock (with hairspring stud and
wider base), and curved barrel bridge look like a cross with the Model 70, perhaps to be
more acceptable to the English market. The balance cock and barrel bridge on these
export Model 57 watches are not listed in the “Waltham” 1885 Materials catalog. Perhaps
these grades should not be called Model 57s, but they share most of the same parts,
including the four-pillar plates. The 15-jewel Crescent Park is a better grade than the
Martyn Square and few were made. Many Martyn Squares were made, mostly 7-jewel
and two-pair 11-jewel versions, that often showed up in England (another successful
Robbins experiment).

Note the S-shaped barrel bridge and studded hairspring on this exhibited 1875 watch.
Also, the plate jewels are smaller than on the standard Model 57 (the settings are fake).
The plain porcelain dial has sunk seconds and Roman numerals. The OF “half hunter”
silver case, S/N 87,675, was made by Aaron Dennison at his watchcase company in
England.
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Figure 14. Am. Watch Co. S/N 816,849.



AWCo. Broadway S/N 929,169:
The Broadway Model 57 grade was introduced only in 7-jewel key wind, key set ver-

sions around 1875-1876. The Broadway was probably Robbins’ response to the cheap
unjeweled watches beginning to appear on the market at the time. This grade became
quite popular, although the Broadway did not appear to be any “cheaper” than a 7-jewel
key wind, key set Home (per this 1876 example). This grade bore the distinctive AWCo.
Waltham signature, perhaps because by then the Home was selling well.

The last Model 57 watches made were probably Broadway S/Ns 1,122,001-1,124,000
(October to December ‘78) as seems to be indicated by listings in the serial number
ledger (See reference 1 in “Evolution of the First Successful Industrialized Watch” in
accompanying Boston: Cradle of Industrial Watchmaking.).
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Figure 15. A.W.Co. S/N 929,169.



The American Watch Company
by Thomas McIntyre, Ph.D. (MA)

With the failure of the Boston Watch Company, the initial phase of
industrialization of American watchmaking came to an end. The next
period for Waltham encompassed two major themes. One theme was the
development of the industry under the guidance of the mercantile genius
of Royal E. Robbins. This was the introduction of marketing and distri-
bution channel-driven operations. Instead of making the watch the
watchmakers wanted to make, Robbins had them build the watch the
market was willing to buy.

This change was not without struggle and the struggle ultimately led
to the departure of many top operatives to Nashua, and the discharge of
Aaron L. Dennison.

Dennison’s part in the story was due to the encouragement of his pro-
tégé, Nelson P. Stratton, in the design and construction of the new “thin
model” or 1859 model watch. This watch was a radical departure from the
tried-and-true 1857 model, which was a continuation of the Dennison,
Howard & Davis from the Boston Watch Co.

While Robbins was working out the marketing strategy of the main-
stream watch and establishing distribution channels, Dennison and
Stratton were undermining his strategy with a totally new watch. Even
more problematic, they had decided that it would encompass all the pos-
sible improvements, including isochronal helical hairsprings and experi-
mental escapement variations.

In the midst of all this ferment, Belding Dart Bingham arrived from
Nashua in early 1859 to try to learn as much as he could of Waltham’s
manufacturing methods, with a view to building a competitive factory in
Nashua. Eventually, he became friends with the top innovators at
Waltham and persuaded them that they would be able to produce a truly
fine machine-made watch if freed from the volume and price goals being
imposed by Robbins.

The story of the 1857 model is well covered by the early models in the
1857 exhibit. This trend eventually led to improvements of the 1857

model with nickel plates and stem winding functions. In the late 1870s,
new models were introduced as cost reductions. The 1877 and 1879 mod-
els were not particularly innovative and really just continued the devel-
opment of the 1857 model. There are no examples in the exhibit of the
1877 or 1879 models, primarily because they were never produced in the
highest grades. Nor are there high-volume watches exhibited. Rather, the
theme of the watchmakers’ watch was the focus, keeping in mind that it
never really was a financial success and that revenue from Robbins’
high-volume lines was needed in order for the watch to continue to be
produced. The final example of the high-volume watch was the incredibly
successful 1883 model that exceeded even the longevity of the 1857
model—continuing production into the 1920s.

With the departure of many of the top operatives and the appearance
of the strange new watch, relations between Robbins and Dennison
became even more strained. Dennison was able to salvage some of his
reputation by developing the 1859 model in the Wm. Ellery grade, the
soldier’s watch, which was actually quite successful. However, it never
really replaced the 1857 model. A small number of the 1859 model was
finished in higher grades and a small number in the newly designated
American Watch Co. grade.

One of the designers who stayed behind was Daniel Bucklin Fitts,
whose patent anti-backlash mechanism was fitted with the top American
Watch Co. and Appleton Tracy grades. The company also decided to take
a chance on its first ladies’ watch. It was a scaled-down version of the
1859 model and also incorporated D. B. Fitt’s patent, but implemented on
the barrel rather than the center wheel. The smaller watch was made in
both P. S. Bartlett and Appleton Tracy grades. Unlike the larger watch,
all the smaller examples have the patent mechanism.
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Figure 1A. Am. Watch Co. grade 1859 model dial.

Am. Watch Co. S/N 40,144:
Watch 1 is an American Watch Co. 19-jewel

KW18 with Fitt’s Patent. This American Watch
Co. grade movement was produced in 1859.
Stratton designed this movement at Waltham
in an attempt to shift the emphasis toward pro-
ducing a very high-grade product. He also pro-
duced several experimental movements based
on the general design of this watch. His frustra-
tion with Robbin’s focus on higher production
low-cost watches and the lure of his friend
Belding Dart Bingham, and his backers in
Nashua, led Stratton to leave Waltham and
found the Nashua Watch Co.

The 1859 Model has Fitt’s patent clutch
mechanism fitted to the center pinion to allow
the center wheel to spin freely in the event of
breakage of the mainspring and the backlash
from that event. This watch was purchased in a
silver case that appeared to be a recase. The
Robbins & Appleton case was found on an
Appleton Tracy grade movement from a nearby
serial number run. The dial is the correct dou-
ble-sunk American Watch Co. dial. The name
American Watch Co. probably first appears on
these watches. The serial number is 40,144.

Figure 1B. American Watch Co.
grade 1859 model movement.

Figure 1D. Case front.
Figure 1C. Front watchcase mark.

Figure 1E. Case back.
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Appleton Tracy 1861 Model:
Watch 2 is the ladies’ model

designated as the 1861 model. It
is also housed in a Robbins and
Appleton case. For this and the
preceding watch, the model des-
ignations were certainly a later
concept. When they were first
made, they were the Thin model
and the ladies’ model. The exam-
ple of the ladies’ model is in the
Appleton Tracy grade in an 18-
karat case that is unsigned by
the maker. The dial is signed
American Watch Co. There is lit-
tle to differentiate the Appleton
Tracy grade from the P. S.
Bartlett grade. There may also
be a handful of American Grade
watches (25 or less) in this
model, but I am not aware of any being seen.

The Model 1861 Fitt’s Patent 10 size has the second implementation
of Fitt’s Patent first introduced on the KW18 (1859) Model. In the KW18,
the ratchet wheel is applied to the center wheel so that backlash of the
main wheel because of a broken mainspring will spin the ratchet in the
non-engaged direction and do no harm to the gear train. In the 1861
Model 10 size, the ratchet is fitted to the main wheel. If the spring
breaks, the barrel will spin, but the main wheel will remain stationary.
This mechanism presages the much later invention of the safety or
motor barrel. Being a key wind, the mainspring is still wound from the
center arbor.

These two watches represent the full extent of high-grade watches
designed before the Nashua venture. The continuation of the develop-
ment takes us to Nashua, NH, and the group led by Stratton and
Bingham, who went on to prove that the dream of an interchangeable-
parts, machine-made watch, that competed in quality with the best
handmade watches, could be a reality.

Figure 2B. Model 1861 movement.

Figure 2C. Model 1861 case.

Figure 2A. American Watch Co. ladies model 1861 dial.
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Figure 2D. Model 1861 barrel open.

Figure 2E. Model 1861 barrel ratchet. Figure 2F. Model 1861 barrel wheel.

Figure 2G. Model 1861 barrel edge.

Figure 2H. Model 1861 back plate movement.
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Figure 2I. Model 1861 back plate top.

Figure 2J. Model 1861 pillar plate dial. Figure 2K. Model 1861 pillar plate movement.

Figure 2L. Model 1861 balance cock.

Figure 2M. Model 1861 balance cock underside. Figure 2N. Model 1861 balance roller.
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Figure 2O. Model 1861 balance top.
Figure 2P. Model 1861 escape pinion.

Figure 2Q. Model 1861 escape pivot.

Figure 2R. Model 1861 pallet and escape pivot.

Figure 2S. Model 1861 pallet lock screw.
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Figure 2T. Model 1861 dial. Figure 2U. Model 1861 backside of dial.
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The group at Nashua produced two grades of move-
ments in a single 20-size model. The model was designed
to also support a 16-size implementation.

Like the 1859 model, the new Nashua watch was a 3/4-
plate model. However, it was completely redesigned with
much better proportions and became the basis of all
future high-grade production at Waltham. There are two
examples in the display from the Nashua production.

Nashua Watch Co. S/N 1,223:
Watch No. 3 is a 15-jewel example marked Nashua

Watch Co. with S/N 1,223. It is a classic example of the
lower grade 15-jewel Nashua watch.

All the Nashua watches are presumed to have had seri-
al numbers between 1,001 and 1,300. Those with serial
numbers from 1,001 to 1,200 were finished with 19 jewels
by including cap jewels on the pallet arbor and the escape
wheel arbor. The assembly numbers, 100 to 199, are relat-
ed to the serial numbers by two different manipulations. The 19-jewel watches dropped the
zero second digit and presumably started with 101 and extended to 100 (dropping the two
digits from 1,200). This analysis is speculative in that very few examples exist. The lowest
assembly number known is 102. The lower grade was 15 jewels and omitted the cap jew-
els. Both watches were fitted with Stratton’s patent barrel.

The Nashua Watch Co. produced two grades of watches, both in 20 size. The watch was
designed to be built as a 16-size movement also, but there is no evidence that any of these
were ever produced (even as ebauche) at Nashua.

There seems to be no pattern of which of the ebauche were finished with Nashua
engravings and which were finished with American Watch Co. engravings. Those that were
finished with American Watch Co. engravings are all in the serial number run from 50,001
to 51,000. Watch 50,095 is listed in the Waltham records as 16-size and may be the finished
example of the 16-size Nashua. There is no modern record of this watch’s existence.

It is widely assumed that the Nashua Watch Co. ceased operations because of a short-
age of cash, which is undoubtedly true. However, the Springfield Armory was building staff
as part of the war effort at the time that the pressure was on at Nashua. The availability
of good patriotic jobs at Springfield probably also contributed through staff attrition in the
assembly operations. In any case, Fogg was dispatched by Robbins to Nashua to evaluate
the purchase of the assets and the incorporation of their efforts into the ongoing American
Watch Co. operations. The deal was struck and all the designs and machinery eventually
found their way back to the newly formed Nashua Department of the American Watch Co.

Figure 3B. Nashua Watch Co. S/N
1,223 movement.

Figure 3A. Nashua Watch Co. S/N 1,223 dial.

Figure 3C and
3D, left and
below.
Case front and
case back.
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Nashua Watch Co. S/N 50,028:
Watch No. 4 is a 19-jewel 20-size example marked American Watch Co. It has

assembly No. 102 marked on all the parts, but has been engraved with the American
Watch Co. S/N 50,028.

These two watches illustrate the interesting phenomenon that there appears to be
no pattern between the assembly numbers from Nashua and whether or not the
watches are engraved with American Watch Co. numbers or with the sequence of the
American Watch Co. serial numbers when they appear.

All the existing original 19-jewel watches have numbers between 101 and 200,
while all the existing 15-jewel watches have numbers between 201 and 300. When it
came time to engrave the back plates, Nashua marked the 19-jewel watches 1,001 to
1,100 and the 15-jewel watches 1,201 to 1,300 (this created a gap of 100 numbers).
Thus, the 19-jewel Nashua production started with 1,001, which carried assembly
number 101. This watch with number 102 is the lowest assembly number discovered
to date, only 101 would be lower. At least one of the Nashua marked watches is cur-
rently finished in 19 jewels with center jeweling also.

This is the 20-size American Watch Company grade watch that initiated my inter-
est in collecting high-grade watches. The watch shows normal wear for its 140 years
of existence. The hands were not original when the watch was found and they have
been replaced. The bow was badly worn and has also been replaced.

The case is 18 karat and was made by Robbins & Appleton, who cased many of the
finest of the American Watch Company’s products from the time of R. E. Robbins’
acquisition of Waltham until the late 1860s.

This watch has the Nashua jeweling with 19 jewels applied to the escapement,
third and fourth wheels with cap jewels on the pallet arbor and escape wheel. The
center wheel is not jeweled. Later products have the center jeweled when 17 or 19
jewels are present. When the 15-jewel material with Stratton’s patent barrel was fin-
ished at Waltham, it was given 19 jewels, but the jeweling was changed, with the cap
jewels omitted from the pallet and jewels applied to the center arbor. These watches
also dispense with the polished steel crescent foot on the center setting cup.

Figure 4A. Nashua Watch Co. No. 50,028 dial.

Figure 4B. Nashua Watch Co. No. 50,028 movement.
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Figure 4G. American Watch Co. No. 102 cuvette mark.

Figure 4C. American Watch Co.
No. 102 case back.

Figure 4F. American Watch Co. No. 102 cuvette.

Figure 4E. American Watch Co. No. 102 case mark.

Figure 4D. American Watch Co.
No. 102 case front.
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Presidential Citation Watch 
S/N 150,003:

The height of the 20-size development
is probably represented by the watches
authorized by Congress and awarded by
the President to heroic individuals who
rescued American ships at sea. These
incorporate Charles W. Fogg’s patent
vibrating hairspring stud with the top
pivot jeweled and 20 functional jewels.
They are also cased in special cases with
the Presidential Seal on the front cover, a
memorial scene of a sailor’s rescue on the
back, and details of the award engraved on
the cuvette. All but one example of these
watches are from a run of 100 movements
from 150,001 to 150,100.

Around 1863 President Lincoln
obtained permission from Congress to
award very special pocket watches to mas-
ters of foreign vessels who were instru-
mental in the rescue of American ships
and crews. These presentations continued
under other presidents with other watch-
es from Waltham, but the Lincoln 20-size
presentations are the high point of the
program.

Watch No. 5 in the exhibit is a
Presidential Citation Watch presented to
Captain R. Wytsma for his rescue of the
crew of the Brigantine Hattie Morrison.
This example has S/N 150,033, and a jew-
eled vibrating hairspring, which brings
the total jewel count to 20.

The American Watch Co. also followed
the Nashua plan of producing 16-size ver-
sions of the 20-size model.

Figure 5A. Presidential Citation watch dial. Figure 5B. Presidential Citation watch movement.

Figure 5C. Presidential Citation watchcase open.

Figure 5D. Presidential Citation watch cuvette.
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Figure 5E. Presidential Citation Watch front.

Figure 5F. Presidential Citation Watch rear.

Figure 5H. Presidential Citation Watch
case mark.

Figure 5G. Presidential Citation Watch inscription.
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American Watch Co. S/N 190,333:
Watch No. 6 is a KW16 American Watch Co. grade

movement in gilt finish from the third run of KW15
American grade, S/N 190,333. It has Stratton’s patent
winding with the extended Geneva stop works on the
back plate that is characteristic of the early gilt
American Grade keywinds.

This watch, in common with all the pure Waltham
productions, has 19 jewels with the center jeweled and
the escape wheel capped. There are no cap jewels on
the pallet arbor.

The case was obtained separately from the move-
ment and is unmarked except for a number. It appears
to be at least 14 karat and may be higher karat con-
tent.

The movement was obtained in a trade for an
American Grade 72 model nonmagnetic movement
that unfortunately had the wrong balance cock.

The dial is very similar to the dial
on the 1868 American Grade example
in the collection, with a simple script
signature for the American Watch Co.

Figure 6A. American Watch Co. grade
KW16 S/N 190,333 dial.

Figure 6C. American Watch Co. grade
KW16 S/N 190,333 case mark.

Figure 6D, above left. American Watch Co. grade KW16 S/N 190,333 case back. Figure 6E, above center.
American Watch Co. grade KW16 S/N 190,333 case front. Figure 6F, above right. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 190,333 cuvette.

Figure 6B, right. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 190,333 movement.
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American Watch Co. S/N 125,466:
Watch No. 7 is also an American Watch Co. grade KW16,

but is fitted with Fogg’s patent vibrating hairspring stud.
Like the Presidential Citation Watch, it too, has 20 function-
al jewels. The serial number is 125,466. It is fitted to a
Robbins & Appleton 18-karat case.

The vibrating hairspring stud was fitted to a small number
of KW16 and KW20 watches. The combination of the
American Watch Co. grade and the vibrating hairspring is
quite scarce. Even the Appleton Tracy grade vibrator is hard
to find. The upper pivot of the vibrator is jeweled, but the bot-
tom pivot is not. The watch has a total of 20 active jewels.

The idea behind the vibrating hairspring stud was to give
isochronous performance to the hairspring and balance with-
out the need for a Breguet overcoil. When these watches were
made, the overcoil was just beginning to be understood and it
required considerable skill to make one correctly. By provid-
ing a long arc for the attachment point, the form of the hair-
spring could be maintained during the entire arc of the bal-
ance and the balance would be immune to the amount of force
driving it on each impulse. Once Eduoard Phillips’ work was
widely distributed, producing an overcoil became much less of
a mystery and the need for devices such as the vibrating hair-
spring stud disappeared.

Several English makers also experimented with similar
mechanisms. In most cases they used a long extension of the
hairspring and pinned it to the base of the balance cock. Dent
used this on quite a few watches and some chronometers.

Although the balance appears to be free sprung, it actually
is not. The arc of the vibrator is controlled by a screw and a
cam fitted to the balance cock. When the cam is turned, the
arc of the vibrator is increased and decreased. Changing the
arc of the arm effectively changes the active length of the
hairspring just as curb pins normally do.

The next major developments in the 3/4-plate designs were
a rearrangement of the pillars; the addition of Fogg’s patent
center pinion; and a simplified winding click. These watches
were produced in nickel finish as well as gilt.

Figures 7A and 7B. American Watch Co. grade KW16 case front and back.

Figure 7C. American Watch Co. grade KW16 case mark.
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Figure 7D. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 movement.

Figure 7E. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 movement in case.

Figure 7F. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 Stratton letdown.

Figure 7G. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 vibrator closeup.
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Figure 7J. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 under dial.

Figure 7I. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 patent mark.

Figure 7K. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 vibrator bottom.

Figure 7H. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 cuvette mark.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 501,530:
Watch No. 8 is from the last

run of American Watch Co. grade,
nickel KW16, in its original early
AWCo. case. It carries S/N
501,530, which is a higher num-
ber than the 1868 model watches.

It has been converted from the
original key wind configuration to
stem wind with Abbot’s patent
stem wind conversion. The origi-
nal holes in the cuvette have been
expertly filled in. The stem wind-
ing feature distinguished the
1868 model from the late KW16
model watches. It can be distin-
guished by the small crescent
beside the winding arbor boss.
The 1868 model was very short-
lived and was succeeded by the
highly successful 1872 model.

This watch, in common with all
the pure Waltham production, has 19 jewels with the center jeweled and
the escape wheel capped. There are no cap jewels on the pallet arbor.

The dial is the rather scarce and very beautiful three-line version of
“American Watch Co. Waltham Mass” in script.

Figure 8B. Front mark.

Figure 8C. Case front. Figure 8D. Case back.

Figure 8A. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 501,530 dial.
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Figure 8E. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 501,530 case mark.

Figure 8H. American
Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N
501,530 cuvette.

Figure 8F. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 501,530 cuvette mark.

Figure 8G. American Watch Co.
grade KW16 S/N 501,530 movement.
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American Watch Co. S/N 410,498:
Watch No. 9 is an American Watch Co. grade 1868 model with S/N

410,498 and is housed in an 18-karat AWCo. signed case. These cases are
very heavy and thought by many to be the best line of cases produced by
Waltham’s New York office.

This watch is a good representative example of an 1868 model American
Watch Co. grade. It was purchased as a loose movement and is in a case that
originally housed an American grade 1868 model movement. There is slight
damage to the dial around the seconds bit, but overall this is a very good
example.

At the time the 1868 model was produced, it was the most expensive
watch Waltham had made up to that time.

This model and the nickel KW16 model are easily confused since they
have very similar damascening and plate layout. In a movement photograph,
they can be distinguished by the absence of the click crescent on the 1868
model. If the watch can be examined, the 1868 model is easily identified by
its lever-setting mechanism that consists of a wide lever that slides out from
the dial for setting and slides back in for winding. This patented setting
mechanism was the feature that made this a new model.

Charles Vander Woerd was the presiding genius behind the 1872 model,
and his fertile mind also invented some marvelous production machinery
during the same period. He was designing watches, watch machinery, and
improvements of every sort. Many of these ideas found their way into the
1872 and later models. One of his ideas for a watch design proved to be too
radical to take into production, but was patented and produced as a patent
model.

Figure 9A.
American

Watch Co.
grade 1868

S/N 410,498
dial.

Figure 9B.
American

Watch Co.
grade 1868

S/N 410,498
movement.

Figure 9C. American Watch Co. grade 1868 S/N 410,498 front case mark.
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Figure 9D, left. American Watch Co. grade 1868 S/N 410,498 case front.
Figure 9E, center. American Watch Co. grade 1868 S/N 410,498 case back.

Figure 9F, right. American Watch Co. grade 1868 S/N 410,498 cuvette.

Figure 9G.
American

Watch Co.
grade 1868

S/N 410,498
under dial in

winding
position.

Figure 9H.
American
Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N
410,498 under
dial in setting
position.
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Figure 9K. American Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N 410,498 pendant detail.

Figure 9I. American Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N 410,498 back case mark.

Figure 9J. American Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N 410,498 cuvette mark.

Figure 9M. American Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N 410,498 movement closeup.

Figure 9L. American Watch Co.
grade 1868 S/N 410,498 patent date.
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Charles Vander Woerd Patent No. 95,547:
Watch No. 10 is the patent model from Vander Woerd’s 1869 patent 95,547. It was

designed to be sealed with a top-sealing plate that was not found with the plates. When the
plates were found, they were partially jeweled. The watch has since been restored to running
condition, as described in the patent.

In 1869 Charles Vander Woerd was awarded U.S. Letters Patent No. 95,547 for a com-
pletely new watch design. The new watch had a heavy dial plate without pillars with milled-
out wells to hold the train components. The winding ratchet is inserted into a further recess
in the bottom of the mainspring barrel well. Only shafts pass through the watch body to the
dial side, so that it can be tightly sealed to the dial side. The backside is a flat plane with
thin bridges to hold the top pivots of the train. There is a provision to add a sealing plate to
the top with cutouts for the decorative bridges.

I first saw the patent for this watch when I ordered a full set of C. V. Woerd’s patents from
the NAWCC in 1985. I had asked many collectors and no one had ever seen an example of
the watch. In 1995, during a discussion at the MIT Watch Club, Stephen Helfant showed a
picture of the patent drawing and my friend Pat Caruso remarked that he had the plates of
the watch! The plates differ slightly from the drawings in the patent, which were made
before the model was constructed. In the patent drawings the bridges are shaped more in the
Jurgensen style, like the American Watch Co. experimental watch 50,100.

On examination, the finish of the patent model is much finer than the description in the
patent would imply. It was not designed as a low-cost example. It was decided to finish the
watch with an American Grade train.

The train was taken from a late American Grade KW16 gilt movement that had lost its original balance cock and balance. The balance was found
in Pat Caruso’s spare material from the Waltham Engineering Department. These plates and the other material were given to Pat by the chief engi-
neer when the department was shut down in the 1950s.

Bill Tapp finished the assembly and miscellaneous smaller parts. This included making the entire ratchet assembly from the patent drawings and
designing and constructing a left-handed Fogg’s center pinion to protect the train from mainspring breakage. The Fogg’s mechanism is the reverse of
that normally found in Waltham watches because the center wheel is below the barrel in height.

The dial and display case are from an 1892 model Waltham and were also supplied by Bill Tapp.
Several years after the restoration was completed, George Collord discovered the actual patent model tags in a lot of ephemera he had obtained

from a midwestern collector.
Plans are still on hold for the dustproof plate for the back. The original was probably metal, but this is speculation. When the project is ultimate-

ly done, it will have a glass seal on the back cut to the shape of the plates, and hopefully, engraved with the history of the watch. A concept of how
this might look is here.

The 1872 model was a substantial redesign of the 3/4-plate watch that moved the winding wheels up to the back plate and, in later examples, intro-
duced the beautiful elaborate damascening patterns for which the American Watch Co. grade of the model is famous.

The earliest examples of the 1872 model have 18 jewels in the top American Watch Co. grade. The damascening pattern is only slightly different
from that found in the nickel KW16 and 1868 model examples. They also introduce a number of setting mechanisms, along with a new stem winding
system.

Figure 10A. Vander Woerd’s 1859 patent No. 95,547.
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Figure 10D. V. Woerd’s 1859 patent
95,547 patent tag front.

Figure 10C. V. Woerd’s 1859
patent 95,547 dial back.

Figure 10B. V. Woerd’s 1859 patent 95,547 movement.
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American Watch Co. S/N 670,012:
Watch No. 11 is an example of the first run of American Watch Co. grade 1872 models with

S/N 670,012. This is an 18-jewel model 1872 American Watch Co. grade movement produced in
1872. This watch marked the high watermark for the American Watch Company in the minds
of many collectors. It was with this model that most of the international awards were won by
the American Watch Company in the ‘70s and ‘80s.

This example has the nail-setting mechanism with Ezra C. Fitch’s patented mechanism for
latching the setting lever in the setting position. When the watch cover is closed, a small pin
that projects toward the cover next to the setting lever is depressed and releases the setting
lever back into the winding position. Fitch’s patent is located entirely in the case and the
movement is identical to movements with simple nail and button settings. This model is also
found with just the setting lever without Fitch’s mechanism and with a button-setting mecha-
nism that operates through the band of the case. These setting mechanisms only lasted for a
short period during the early 1870s, and were replaced by the rocking lever for the remainder
of the life of the 1872 model.

The case on this watch is an 18-karat American Watch Co. case. This watch is pictured in the
Marion book by Muir & Krause in a button-set case to illustrate that Waltham used a similar
mechanism to the U.S. Watch Company at Marion.

The previous owner of the watch exchanged two very similar movements from the same seri-
al number run to place the more attractive movement in the more interesting case. Figure 11A. American Watch Co. grade 1872

S/N 670,012 dial.

Figure 11B. American Watch Co. grade 1872
S/N 670,012 movement.
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Figure 11E. American Watch Co.
grade 1872 S/N 670,012 case mark.

Figure 11D. American Watch Co.
grade 1872 S/N 670,012

case back.

Figure 11C. American Watch Co.
grade 1872 S/N 670,012

case front.

Figure 11F. American Watch Co.
grade 1872 S/N 670,012 cuvette.

Figure 11G. American Watch Co. grade 1872
S/N 670,012 front case mark.

Figure 11I. American Watch Co. grade
1872 S/N 670,012 movement closeup.

Figure 11H. American Watch Co. grade 1872
S/N 670,012 setting.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 999,988:
Watch No. 12 is a hunting case

example without the special bal-
ance, having S/N 999,988.

The run of Waltham 1872
American Grade movements at
999,9XX contain examples of
Charles Vander Woerd’s patent
sawtooth balance. However, the
bulk of these movements have
either had the balance changed to a
normal expansion balance or a
modified balance that has the nor-
mal form, with a special alloy that
appears to be the same as the alloy
in the sawtooth balance. This
example is S/N 999,988, with the
alloy form of the balance. The
movement number is scratched on
the bottom side of the balance arm.

The Waltham handwritten
ledgers place the production of this
run of watches as starting in
December of 1879 and running to
June of 1882. This is corroborated
by the fact that the open face exam-
ples, with Woerd’s patent marking
in the run of 1,427,9XX, would have
been made in 1881 or 1882.
Unfortunately, the pages listing the
open-face run are missing from the
ledger.

Figure 12A. Hunting case S/N 999,988 dial. Figure 12B. Hunting case S/N 999,988 movement.

Figure 12C. Hunting case S/N 999,988 front mark.
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Figure 12D, left. Hunting case S/N 999,988 case front.
Figure 12E, center. Hunting case S/N 999,988 case back.

Figure 12F, right. Hunting case S/N 999,988 rear case mark.

Figure 12G. Hunting case
S/N 999,988 cuvette.

Figure 12H. Hunting case S/N 999,988 movement closeup.
Figure 12I. Hunting case S/N

999,988 cuvette mark.
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Vander Woerd S/N 1,427,909:
Watch No. 13 is also an example of Vander Woerd’s

patent without the balance, but is in an open-face
case. Open-face stem wind watches were introduced
with the 1872 model and S/N 1,427,909 exemplifies
this style, as well as being a rather rare example of a
Vander Woerd patent on an open-face movement.

The first 1872 Model open-face movements were
produced at about the same time as Charles Vander
Woerd was experimenting with his patented sawtooth
balance in an attempt to address the problem of mid-
dle temperature error. A few examples have been dis-
covered that are both Woerd’s Patent and open face in
the American Grade. This is the second one I have
seen in 15 years.

The two Vander Woerd’s patent watches show the
beginning of the more elaborate damascening that will
appear on later examples of the 1872 model. These
watches, and the earlier example from the first run,
have the technically unimportant but nice feature of
an engraved gold cap. This nice feature is lost with the
later elaborately damascened example.

This example appears to have its original 18-karat
case (marked AWCo.) and dial, even though the dial is
of the simpler block lettering form. Contrast this with
the more classic 1872 model dial on the hunting case
example.

A detailed examination of this watch and the hunting case example
indicates that the two watches were made at approximately the same
time, even though the serial numbers differ by over 400,000. This is a
counter example to the generally held view that Waltham produced its
watches relatively sequentially by serial number (as distinct from Elgin,
which allocated large number blocks and apparently kept unfinished
stock on hand). The run of hunting case movements at 999,9XX was pro-
duced over a period of two-and-a-half years from December 1879 to June
1882. This watch was most likely produced in the spring of 1882, but
unfortunately, the detailed records have been lost for this range of serial
numbers.

Figure 13B. V. Woerd’s open-face
Model 1872 S/N 1,427,909 case.

Figure 13A. V. Woerd’s open-face
Model 1872 S/N 1,427,909 dial.
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Figure 13D. V. Woerd’s open-face
Model 1872 S/N 1,427,909 movement.

Figure 13C. V. Woerd’s open-face
Model 1872 S/N 1,427,909 cuvette.

Figure 13E. V. Woerd’s open-face
Model 1872 S/N 1,427,909

movement closeup.

Figure 13F. V.
Woerd’s open-face

Model 1872 S/N
1,427,909 case mark.

Figure 13G.
V. Woerd’s open-
face Model 1872
S/N 1,427,909
cuvette mark.
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Herman Hewett S/N2,605,071:
Watch No. 14 is a good example

of the late development of the
1872 model. It not only displays
the extremely elaborate dama-
scening pattern typical of these
late watches, but it also has a
very elaborate dial with the
owner’s name “Herman Hewett”
spelled out in the numeral posi-
tions. The serial number is
2,605,071.

Herman Hewett was a major
watchmaker in the Brockton area
of Massachusetts in the late
1800s.

He actually founded two watch
businesses. The first he sold to
his brother. The Hewett family
was prominent in the south shore
region of Massachusetts. His
father had a large farm and was
active in education and the church in the early
1800s.

Herman’s watch has a runic dial with inter-
esting log form numeral indications. I do not
know the significance of the large “S” below the
12:00 position. The background of the “S” shows
a pair of landscapes with a meadow and stream
on one side and a seashore on the other side.

This watch was obtained many years later
than the other late-1872 models in the collec-
tion, but is from the same production run. The
movement is currently in a replacement case
that probably received it when the original 18-
karat case was scrapped.

Figure 14B. Herman Hewett 72 Model
S/N 2,605,071 movement.

Figure 14A. Herman Hewett 72 Model
S/N 2,605,071 dial.

Figure 14D. Herman Hewett 72 Model
S/N 2,605,071 movement closeup.

Figure 14C. Herman Hewett 72 Model
S/N 2,605,071 dial closeup.



American Watch Co. S/N 2,605,046:
Watch No. 15 is an 1872 Model American grade fitted in a very

interesting case that has both an inner and an outer bezel on the
dial side. When the outer bezel is opened to access the setting
lever, the inner bezel still holds the crystal to protect the dial.
This feature can be seen in the closeup picture.

The case and dial on this watch are believed to be original
even though the dial is the simpler block letter AWCo. form that
is often found on lower-grade examples. In this case it is a high-
grade glass enamel dial.

This watch appears to have its original heavy 18-karat case
marked AWCo. Note that the inscription is for 1890. This and
many other examples illustrate that the 1872 model was being
sold for several years after the introduction of the 1888 model.
During this period, the 1872 model 21-jewel watches were the
top models available from Waltham, while the 19-jewel 1888
model represented the second grade even though it was marked
American Watch Co.

The serial number is 2,605,046, which places it near the mid-
dle of production for 1872 model American Watch Co. watches.

Figure 15A. Late-1872
American grade dial.

Figure 15B. Late-1872
American grade case back.

Figure 15C. Late-1872
American grade movement.
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Figure 15D. Late-1872
American grade cuvette.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 470,682:
Watch No. 16 is an example

from the first run of the 1870
model with S/N 470,682. This first
run was actually produced in
1869. It is housed in a good exam-
ple of the G. W. Ladd patented
gold-filled case.

The remaining examples of the
1870 models illustrate the experi-
mentation with setting mecha-
nisms for stem wind watches.

This model has 15 jewels, and is
key wind and key set from back.
There is a single-sunk American
Watch Co. dial with Roman
numerals and an open-face Ladd
patent case. The standard lists of
Waltham movements show the
earliest 1870 models as S/N
500,000. The run containing this
movement is listed in the detailed
handwritten records.

Figure 16A. First run of 1870 S/N 470,682 dial. Figure 16B. First run of 1870 S/N 470,682 movement.

Figure 16D. First run of 1870 S/N 470,682 cuvette.

Figure 16E. First run of 1870
S/N 470,682 Ladd patent case.
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Figure 16C. First run of 1870 S/N 470,682 case front.

Figure 16F. First run of 1870
S/N 470,682 case mark.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 650,694:
Watch No. 17 has the setting

mechanism normally found on the
1868 model. It has S/N 650,694.

The gold-filled case features an
interesting engraved cuvette set in
a bezel. The cuvette has a gold-
filled insert that is decorated like a
case back. It fits in a bezel like a
glass cuvette would.

This watch also has the 1868
patent-setting mechanism. This is
not listed in any of the Waltham
literature I have seen. The stan-
dard setting mechanisms are: key
set from the back; nail set with or
without Fitch’s setting patent;
lever setting with the 1872 style
lever; button setting that, on the
movement, is identical to the nail
set.

This lever pulls out straight as
in the 1868 model patent.

Figure 17A. S/N 650,694 dial.
Figure 17B. S/N 650,694 movement.

Figure 17C. S/N 650,694 case. Figure 17D. S/N 650,694 cuvette.
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Waltham 1870 Model:
Watch No. 18 shows the nail-

setting mechanism that is also
found on very early 1872 models.

The nail set is similar to Fitch’s
Patent model. The setting mecha-
nism is the same in the nail set,
Fitch’s Patent, and button-set
models.

Figure 18A. Waltham 1870 nail set model movement.

Figure 18B. Waltham 1870 nail set model.

Figure 18C. Waltham 1870
nail set model trademark.

Figure 18D. Waltham 1870
nail set model cuvette mark.

Figure 18E, far left. Waltham 1870
nail set model case front.
Figure 18F, left. Waltham 1870 nail
set model case back.
Figure 18G, below. Waltham 1870
nail set model cuvette.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 650,763:
Watch No. 19 has the nail-set-

ting mechanism with the addi-
tion of Fitch’s Patent, as on the
1872 model in the exhibit.

This example is a 15-jewel,
stem wind, nail set S/N 650,763,
ca. 1872. It has a single-sunk
script American Watch Co. dial
with Roman numerals. This
watch is cased in an 18-karat
American Watch Co. hunting
case. Fitch’s patent-setting
mechanism appears on a num-
ber of models made during 1872,
including the 1872 model “16
size,” 1873 model 8 size, and
1857 model.

Figure 19A. 1870 Fitch’s patent dial. Figure 19B. 1870 Fitch’s patent movement.

Figure 19E. 1870 Fitch’s patent cuvette.

Figure 19F, left. 1870 Fitch’s patent trademark.
Figure 19G, right. 1870 Fitch’s patent.

Figure 19H. 1870 Fitch’s patent.
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Figure 19C. 1870 Fitch’s patent case front. Figure 19D. 1870 Fitch’s patent case back.



Am. Watch Co. S/N 3,457,468
and S/N 3,704,503:

Watches No. 20 and No. 21 repre-
sent the beautiful frosted and dam-
ascened versions in a hunting case
and open face example. These exam-
ples were actually made in 1888
and 1889, but have been admitted
by exception since the model was
developed during the developmen-
tal period. These watches have S/Ns
3,457,468 (HC movement) and
3,704,503 (OF movement).

This is a pair of 1883 model 15-
jewel adjusted movements in grade
35 open face and grade 25 hunting
case. I think these watches are the
finest production of the ‘83 model.
They have finish equal to the
Crescent Street grade and lovely
flush gold settings. The later 17-
jewel examples are not really up to
the finish standards of the earlier
15-jewel watches. Note that the
open face example is pendant set,
while the hunting case example is
lever set. This was true of all but a
very small number of 1883 model
watches.

A major means of maintaining
morale among the most skilled
workmen at Waltham was the pro-
vision of material to make their own
personal watches. The final two
watches in this portion of the exhib-
it represent early and late examples
of this practice.

Figure 20A. 1883 Frosties hunting-case movement. Figure 20B. 1883 Frosties hunting-case dial.

Figure 21A. 1883 Frosties open-face movement. Figure 21B. 1883 Frosties open-face dial.
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Franklin Adams:
Watch No. 22 is signed

Franklin Adams and is a spring
detent chronometer that is proba-
bly based on the 16-size Model
KW16. The plates have been
altered to make room for the
modification to chronometer
escapement. The case is 18 karat
and the watch features extensive
decoration of the dial in addition
to the fine escapement. The
movement is signed “AD 1874”
and that is presumably the year
it was made.

This watch is a school spring
detent chronometer watch by
Franklin C. Adams made in 1874,
signed “No. 1.” The watch is made
from Waltham material with a
unique set of plates and an inter-
esting American Watch Co. fancy
dial.

The gold case has both a dis-
play back and a display cuvette.
The cuvette has winding holes
cut in it.

Figure 22A. Franklin C. Adams 1874 detent
chronometer dial.

Figure 22B. Franklin C. Adams 1874 detent
chronometer movement.

Figure 22C. Franklin C. Adams 1874 detent
chronometer case back.

Figure 22D. Franklin C. Adams 1874 detent
chronometer case front.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 6,018,296:
Watch No. 23 is the final watch in

the exhibit and is a beautiful example
of the 1883 model, which was upgrad-
ed to a very high grade by an
unknown employee. The serial num-
ber of 6,018,296 places it well outside
the date range of the exhibit, as does
the Crescent St. grade marking.

This watch is an example of watch-
es finished by Waltham employees for
their personal use and pleasure. It
started out as a relatively high-grade
1883 model Crescent St. grade. This
was the highest grade of the 1883
model in regular production. The
watch is listed in the factory records
as being made between January 1893
and December 1894.

The jeweling on this watch has
been increased from 17 to 20 jewels. The
employee added a jewel on the back center
arbor hole and cap jewels on the escape
wheel and pallet arbor jewel holes to
bring the total jewel count up to 20. He
also put diamond cap jewels on the bal-
ance in place of the ruby jewels that are
normally found there.

Since the damascening on the plates is
not unusual for high-grade 1883 models,
it is likely that the employee actually
worked in the jeweling department.

The complicated watches section of the
exhibit tells another fascinating story of
this final period of our Waltham story.

Figure 23B. 1883 Waltham employee
special movement.

Figure 23C. 1883 Waltham employee special case front.

Figure 23D. 1883 Waltham employee
special movement closeup.

Figure 23A. 1883 Waltham employee special dial.
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E. Howard & Co.
Related Watches and Artifacts

by Clint B. Geller, Ph.D. (PA)

Exhibit Contributors: D. J. Blackwell, George L. Collord III,
Hans Dahlke, Clint B. Geller, Ph.D., Larry Greenwald, Gerrit Nijssen,

Russel Schuh, Bob Skinner, Harold Visser, Ron Votta,
Charles Wallace, and Don Wing

Theme No. 1: Howard’s Earliest Watches
The first Howard watches not actually finished from material leftover

from the Boston Watch Company were based on Reed’s innovative 1857
patent that described not only his new safety barrel, but also the broad
outlines of the divided-plate movement design. This design was given
concrete form by the Dennison, Howard & Davis S/N 5,000 prototype
movement.1 Howard’s divided-plate Model 1858 watches were the first
with quick train made in the U.S. All incorporated stop-works and were
adjusted at least to isochronism. Together with the prestige borrowed
from Howard’s clockmaking endeavors, these watches established a
sound reputation for Howard watches that would keep the company in
good stead until the near end of the nineteenth century. Nearly all the
very highest-grade examples of this historically important watch model
originate with the first run of 50 17-jewel movements whose history
recently has been discovered and reconstructed.1 Items one through six
in this exhibit document the major variations seen among divided-plate
(also called “Series I” and “Series II”) movements.
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Figure 1C. S/N 132 case detail.

Figure 1B. S/N 132 movement.Figure 1A. S/N 132 dial.

E. Howard & Co. S/N 132:
Watch No. 1, S/N 132, is a Model 1858-C divided-

plate (“Series I”) movement with Type C plates, com-
pensated balance, ornately engraved pallet bridge,
and 17 jewels in screwed-down settings.1 Of the first
run of 50 17-jewel divided-plate movements begun at
S/N 101, the first 31 were held back while replace-
ments for their original train plates, that had been
engraved “Howard & Rice,” were being prepared.
These movements eventually were incorporated into
later serial number runs, and at least one had a
standard top plate that reduced the jewel count to
16. (Movement S/N 131 later was finished as S/N
381.) Approximately ten first-run 17-jewel divided-
plate movements, only three of which retain their
original serial numbers, have been identified to date.
The dial is unsigned, like those of most Howard &
Rice movements that were completed at about the
same time. Serial number 132 was most likely the
first divided-plate movement to be completed by the
factory. It is to be found in an 18-karat gold Baldwin
reversible case, bearing Baldwin’s 1858 patent date
on an interior surface, and S/N 132 matching that of
the movement. The case also bears a retailer’s name:
“Ben. F. Crane, St. Louis.” This case exemplifies the
earlier version of Baldwin’s invention, incorporating
a separate release button for the movement ring in
the rim of the case.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 133:
Watch No. 2 has S/N 133—the consecutive

serial number to item No. 1, a Model 1858-O
divided-plate movement with unique, Type O
plates.1 It is also a 17-jewel first-run move-
ment with an engraved pallet bridge (as only
the first-run divided-plate movements had).
Serial number 132 apparently was Howard’s
first experiment with lenticular cutouts. The
familiar Type A plate, with the standard five
cutouts, was not introduced until S/N 151.
Serial number 133 has a Type 1 dial with an
arched Howard signature, and original
Howard tear-drop style hands with polished
spades and bosses.2 These first-run watches
have all the train jewels in screwed-down set-
tings, including those hidden beneath the
dial. The Howard signature on S/N 133 is
engraved in a flowing script style, contrasting
sharply with the severe, block-print-style sig-
nature engraved on S/N 132. The numerous
finishing variations apparent on the same
pair of consecutively numbered movements
testify eloquently to the individual, crafted
nature of Howard’s production practices. The
movement is housed in an 18-karat gold
model 1858 open-face case embossed “P.B.” for
Palmers & Batchelder.

Figure 2A. S/N 133 dial. Figure 2B. S/N 133 movement.
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Figure 3A. S/N 185 dial. Figure 3B. S/N 185 movement.

E. Howard & Co. S/N 185:
Watch No. 3, S/N 185, is a Model 1858 divided-plate

(“Series I”) movement with Type A plates with five lenticu-
lar cutouts, uncut steel balance wheel, short regulator, and
seven jewels spun into the plate. This example is one of only
two known 7-jewel Howard movements. The unusual loca-
tion of its single case screw helped to unlock the mystery of
the first run.1
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 1,428:
Watch No. 4, S/N 1,428, is a Model 1858-B

(“Series I”) movement, circa 1859, with “Type B”
plates with three lenticular cutouts, Reed’s patent
safety barrel, long regulator, compensated bal-
ance, 15 jewels in spun-in settings, and an escape-
ment with upright pallets, and a ratchet tooth
escape wheel.1 The dial is Type 4 with a straight,
script top line and block print bottom line signa-
ture. The watch is equipped with Howard’s trade-
mark polished “teardrop” hands. The 18-karat gold
open-face case is marked “J. L. R.”

Figure 4A. S/N 1,428 dial. Figure 4B. S/N 1,428 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 1,853:
Watch No. 5, S/N 1,853, is a Model 1858-D move-

ment, circa 1859-60, with Type D plates (with cut-
back barrel bridge), Reed’s patent safety barrel,
long regulator, 15 jewels in spun-in settings, com-
pensated balance, and Type 2 dial. The 18-karat
gold hunting case, S/N 1,852, is embossed by “F. &
Co.,” for Fellows & Co., one of the consortium of five
wholesale jewelry houses identified by Charles
Crossman as having contracted to handle the facto-
ry’s distribution for a period in the mid-1860s.3

Howard made perhaps 200 movements with this
style of cut-back barrel plate with serial numbers
between approximately 1,801 and 2,000.

Figure 5A. S/N 1,853 dial. Figure 5B. S/N 1,853 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 2,861:
Watch No. 6, S/N 2,861, is a Model 1858-E

(“Series II”) movement, circa 1860-61, with Type E
plates, compensated balance, Mershon’s patented
compound regulator, and 15 jewels in screwed-down
settings. Screwed-down settings (for the visible jew-
els only) are extremely rare in this serial number
range, and Mershon’s regulators are at least scarce.
While the level of adjustment is not engraved on the
plate, and the factory records for this serial number
no longer exist, it is likely that this movement was
adjusted at least to temperature as well as to
isochronism, and possibly even to six physical posi-
tions.

Figure 6A. S/N 2,861 dial. Figure 6B. S/N 2,861 movement.
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Theme No. 2: Origin and Evolution
of the Howard 3/4-Plate Movement

Three-quarter-plate lot production was inaugurated at Howard at S/N 3,301 in early 1862.
After about 2,750 divided-plate movements had been produced, Howard switched to 3/4 plates.
He may have decided that a 3/4-plate movement, in which a thickened portion of the top plate
supported Reed’s barrel and the stop work, was simpler and probably more economical to pro-
duce than a divided plate supported by six separate pillars. Howard’s organization was also cer-
tainly aware of the growing prestige and quality of Waltham’s 3/4-plate line that was styled
after high-quality English watches of the period, and may have decided to follow suit. In addi-
tion, the new design offered technical and promotional advantages in that the new 3/4 top plate
gave better access to the escapement and both greater access and visibility to Reed’s barrel.

Items seven through 19 in this exhibit document the early evolution of the Howard 3/4-plate
movement design from the Models 1862-K, 1862-I, and 1862-N, through the Models 1869, 1871,
and 1874. This period saw the introduction and spread of stem winding, the introduction first of
nickel plating and then solid nickel plates, the introduction of un sizes, both advances and noble
failures in escapement design, advances in regulation and safety barrels, and growing sophisti-
cation in finish. Howard’s unique production philosophy, combining innovative and traditional
elements (e.g., Cole’s escapements with flat hairsprings), dictated numerous unique develop-
ment choices illustrated herein.

E. Howard & Co. S/N 3,004:
Watch No. 7, S/N 3,004, is an Early Model 1862-K movement, circa 1862. Howard’s one run

of K-size movements was his first 3/4-plate production lot, preceded only by one experimental
movement at S/N 1,198. Serial number 3,004 is the fourth K-size movement to have been made,
and the earliest surviving example known to the author. As such, it may also be the earliest sur-
viving Howard movement with the balance wheel below the center wheel. Reed’s safety barrel
is partly covered by the top plate. Access to the clickspring locating screw is provided through a
hole in the top plate. Serial number 3,004 illustrates the earlier K-size plate style, with a deco-
ratively engraved pallet bridge. Later K-size movements had unadorned pallet bridges and a
cut-back top plate showing more of the escape wheel. Ninety to 100 K-size movements were pro-
duced. Serial number 3,004, like other K-size movements, has a ratchet-tooth escape wheel, but
this particular watch has exceptionally large, beveled pallets. All known original K-size cases
are silver.

Figure 7A, above. S/N 3,004 dial.
Figure 7B, below. S/N 3,004 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 3,302:
Watch No. 8, S/N 3,302, is the style of movement

collectors have referred to as “Series III,” and was
probably introduced at S/N 3,301. This watch, fin-
ished in early 1862, is the earliest known, surviving
example of a Model 1862-N (“Series III”). It has the
top plate design, eventually granted a design patent
in 1866, with a thickened, protruding section carry-
ing Reed’s barrel and the stop-work. This early
example has case screws on the dial plate, like the
late, Model 1858 divided-plate movements that
immediately preceded it, and it also retains the late
Model 1858 style of pallet bridge. It also features a
Lange-style, hanging pin-lever escapement, in which
a single pin hangs down from the underside of one
pallet arm and banks against the edges of a circular
depression in the pillar plate. This borrowed idea
was Howard’s earliest experiment aimed at elimi-
nating adjustable banking pins. The factory records
indicate that this movement is fully adjusted to tem-
perature, isochronism, and positions, even though
the factory did not begin engraving this type of infor-
mation on watch plates until a few years later, after
S/N 12,000.

Figure 8A. S/N 3,302 dial. Figure 8B. S/N 3,302 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 3,406:
Watch No. 9, I-Size S/N 3,406, is a Model 1862-I

movement, circa 1862, with a figure-eight window
for viewing the escapement. This watch is an early
I-size example, featuring a solid gold balance. This
limited experiment was Howard’s only foray into
the ladies’ watch market until 1874. The Model
1862-I features a fenestrated top plate, not used on
any other Howard model, with a figure eight-
shaped view port between the escape wheel and
pallet arbor. The escape wheel and asymmetric pal-
let lever of this particular movement are unique.
Later I-size movements with serial numbers rang-
ing from 3,441 through 3,500 had compensated bal-
ances. According to the factory records, two addi-
tional I-size movements were completed with S/Ns
3,801 and 3,802, for a total production of 102. This
movement features a scarce, original Type 3 dial
with a script, single-line signature, and very unusu-
al trident-style hands. The 18-karat gold engine
turned and engraved I-size Howard case, with
pumpkin-style pendant, has no maker’s mark.

Figure 9B. S/N 3,406 movement.

Figure 9C. S/N 3,406 case.

Figure 9A. S/N 3,406 dial.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 4,207:
Watch 10, S/N 4,207, is a Model 1862

movement, circa 1862. A rare, early appear-
ance of screwed-down train jewel settings,
combined with the early style of Mershon’s
patented compound regulator. This move-
ment also features a Lange-style escapement
in which a single pin, hanging down from the
bottom face of the pallet arm, banks against
the edges of a circular hole in the dial plate,
thus obviating the need for adjustable bank-
ing pins screwed into the dial plate. The
escape wheel teeth are “toe-ended” with most,
but not all, the lift on pallets. Hanging pin
escapements were the first of a series of
uniquely Howard experiments with the dual
aims of eliminating adjustable banking pins
and making the escapement tolerant of
shock. Like S/N 3,302, the balance wheel
turns in a plane located above the center
wheel. The 18-karat gold hunting case is
embossed “C. F. & Co.,” for Cooper, Fellows &
Co., a prominent early distributor of Howard
watches.

Figure 10A. S/N 4,207 dial.

Figure 10B. S/N 4,207 movement.

Figure 10C. S/N 4,207 case.

Figure 10D. S/N 4,207 movement closeup.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 4,904:
Watch No. 11, S/N 4,904, is an unusual early

Model 1862-N movement with a ray-damascened fin-
ish. This piece made an early appearance for this
style of finish. The factory ledgers suggest there were
several ray damascened Model 1862 movements in
the very first run of 100, beginning at S/N 3,301.
Other quality features on S/N 5,703 include screwed-
down train jewel settings, a compensated balance,
and Mershon’s patented compound regulator. The
factory ledgers also indicate that this movement was
fully adjusted to temperature, isochronism, and posi-
tions. The movement is housed in an original 18-
karat gold hunting case with engine-turned interior
case lid and engraved bezel, stamped “J.M.H.,” for J.
M. Harper.

Figure 11A. S/N 4,904 dial. Figure 11A. S/N 4,904 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 15,703:
Watch No. 12, S/N 15,703, is a Model 1862 move-

ment, circa 1866-67. Another fine example of asymmet-
ric ray damascening, this time on a gilded, damascened
Model 1862-N movement with the later style of
Mershon’s patent regulator and flush, screwed-down
jewel settings. The balance wheel has moved under-
neath the center wheel, enabling a reduction in the
overall movement thickness of about 0.6 millimeters.
The 18-karat gold hunting case is embossed “M. & B.,”
probably for Middleton & Brother.

Figure 12A. S/N 15,703 movement.
Figure 12B. S/N 15,703 case.

Figure 12C. S/N 15,703 case interior.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 21,572:
Watch No. 13, S/N 21,572, is a nickel-plated, damascened Model 1862

movement, circa 1868. This timepiece was Howard’s highest grade move-
ment of the period, costing $125 wholesale, with 15 jewels in white gold
screwed-down settings and Mershon’s patented compound regulator.
Movement No. 21,572 is one of four known examples of the first run of nick-
el-plated damascened Model 1862 movements that began at S/N 21,561. Of
the total of about 140 nickel-plated damascened Model 1862 movements,
only this first run of just fewer than 20 had Mershon’s regulator. These
movements also have decoratively engraved balance cocks, whereas later
nickel-plated runs have ray-damascened balance cocks. Only the dama-
scened Model 1862 movements, both the gilded and the nickel-plated vari-
eties, have ornately engraved pallet bridges. Serial number 21,572 is in its
original, 18-karat gold, patented Baldwin reversible case, bearing the 1858
patent date engraved on an interior case surface. The dial and outer case
surface have matching monograms: “S.B.” The monogram on the dial shows
a stylized “S” rotating around the central spoke of the “B,” in an abstract
representation of the Baldwin reversible case mechanism. These facts
make it highly likely that this watch was owned personally by Samuel
Baldwin, the inventor and patentee of the reversible case. This later exam-
ple of the reversible case mechanism incorporates all locking and lifting
functions into the motion of the crown. When the crown is depressed, the
front lid is unlocked and lifted, and the movement ring also is released.
This arrangement obviates the need for the separate release button on the
case rim that was employed in the earlier version of the mechanism.

Figure 13A, left. S/N 21,572 front.
Figure 13B, right. S/N 21,572 case rear.

Figure 13C, left. S/N 21,572 movement. Figure 13D, right. S/N 21,572 inside case.
Figure 13F. S/N 21,572

dial closeup.

Figure 13E. S/N 21,572 open.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 56,307:
Watch No. 14, S/N 56,307, is a Model 1869 L-size movement with swirl-damascened nickel plates, raised, screwed-down gold jewel settings, patent

regulator, and functional winding mechanisms for both a key and a stem, but key set only. (Note the small detent screw positioned above the wind-
ing arbor, present only on Howard movements with factory-installed stem winding mechanisms, to hold the stem in place within the movement.)
Serial number 56,307 is the earliest of three known and complete surviving examples of a partial run of 40 nickel, key wind, stem wind transitional
movements beginning at S/N 56,301, that were produced around November 1876. This example is in an 18-karat gold hunting case embossed “W. P.
& Co.” (for Wheeler, Parsons & Co.) and “A1.”

Figure 14A. S/N 56,307 dial.                          Figure 14B. S/N 56,307 movement. Figure 14C. S/N 56,307 movement detail.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 33,090:
Watch No. 15, S/N 33,090, is a Model 1871 move-

ment with nickel finish, Reed’s whiplash record, 15
jewels in screwed-down jewel settings, and adjusted to
HCI&P. This rare nickel, key wind variety of the
Model 1871 illustrates the early, asymmetric sun-ray
damascening style centered on the barrel arbor,
instead of the center wheel. This movement whole-
saled for $150 in 1872. An estimated 380 nickel key
wind Model 1871 movements were produced, of which
a possibly significant number later were converted to
stem wind, lever set via Abbott’s attachment. The dial
of this movement, which has threaded feet, bears the
February 4, 1868, patent date for the steel safety bar-
rel. The 18-karat gold Model 1871 hunting case has no
maker’s mark.

Figure 15C, above. S/N 33,090 case front.

Figure 15A, left. S/N 33,090 dial.            Figure 15B, right. S/N 33,090 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 46,307:
Watch No. 16, S/N 46,307, is a Model 1871 nickel, adjusted stem wind movement dating to

approximately 1877. In this movement, the pallet lever banks off the sides of the pallet bridge,
rather than against adjustable banking pins. While this final method employed by Howard of
eliminating banking pins became standard throughout the world in later years, other
American makers were slow to embrace it at the time. Only Howard, who was prepared to lav-
ish copious quantities of skilled labor on his watches, was prepared to accept the challenge of
carefully tuning large numbers of escapements in this manner. The 18-karat case is incused
“B.W.C. Co.,” for the Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Figure 16A. S/N 46,307 movement.

Figure 16B. S/N 46,307 movement detail.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 69,913:
Watch No. 17, S/N 69,913, is a relatively late example of an L-size Model 1869 movement with

damascened nickel plates, stem wind, pendant-set mechanism, and fully adjusted to HCI&P. We
can see several differences with respect to the earlier N-size Model 1871 examples. The hairspring
stud has moved to the balance cock from the top plate, and the trademarked stag engraving, indi-
cating a fully adjusted movement, appears on the top plate in addition to the “Adjusted” marking
on the balance cock. As with S/N 46,307, a butterfly pallet bridge is also in evidence, against which
the pallet arms bank in lieu of banking pins.

Figure 17A. S/N 69,913 movement.
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Figure 18A, left. S/N 100,085 front. Figure 18B, center. S/N 100,085 case. Figure 18C, right. S/N 100,085 movement.

E. Howard & Co. S/N 100,085:
Watch No. 18, S/N 100,085, is a Model 1874 G-size key wind and set

ladies’ watch movement with gilded plates, going barrel, and Reed’s
whiplash regulator. Some visible train jewel settings are spun in, where-
as the third wheel setting is screwed down. Only the first 80 of Howard’s

approximately 4,650 Model 1874 movements were key wind. The others
were all stem wind, lever set. The original 18-karat gold open-face case,
one of three original gold key wind cases known, bears an elaborate
escutcheon on the rear lid. The case interior is marked “Woltz Bros. & Co.”
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 100,221:
Watch No. 19, S/N 100,221, is a Model 1874 movement.

This timepiece is the twenty-first stem wind G-size move-
ment to have been made, and one of only two known Model
1874 movements engraved as being adjusted to isochronism,
temperature, and positions. It was sold to the N.Y. office on
November 2, 1874, for $145, and is the most expensive G-
size movement listed anywhere in that section of the facto-
ry ledgers. Early G-size movements like this one incorporate
a “false plate” under the dial that carries the lower train
jewels.

Figure 19A, left. S/N 100,221 dial. Figure 19B, right. S/N 100,221 movement.

Figure 19C, above left. S/N 100,221 case front.
Figure 19D, above right. S/N 100,221 case rear.
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Theme No. 3: Howard the Experimenter and “Perfectionist”
Howard’s eccentric production philosophy involving skilled, individual finishing was rela-

tively forgiving of inefficiency and hence, enfranchised his notorious penchant for experimen-
tation. While other manufacturers generally designed their watches to maximize assembly
tolerances and minimize the need for hand adjusting, Howard’s innovations were often moti-
vated by loftier, even “perfectionist” ideals. Howard embraced, or at least flirted with, a wide
spectrum of ideas and paid scant or nil attention by competitors. These ideas included helical
hairsprings, chronometer escapements, and a series of experiments to obviate the need for
adjustable banking pins and make the escapement tolerant of shock. Howard was also first
with safety barrels and damascening, and was early (if not actually first) with stem winding
and pendant setting. Exhibit items 20 through 25 represent several of Howard’s limited
experiments.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 7:
Watch No. 20, Reed’s pocket chronometer, S/N 7, is engraved “E. Howard & Co.”

This movement, one of about 100 pocket chronometers made by George P. Reed, is one
of the few made prior to his departure from Edward Howard’s employ. The unique top
plate more closely resembles that of a Model 1871 than a Model 1862-N movement,
but is fenestrated to allow visual and functional access to the Reed’s barrel. The
movement is a half plate, with the escape wheel, as well as the detent, located in a
separate circular bridge concentric with the balance wheel. The top plate is engraved
with the patent date, “Aug 1st, 1865,” as well as the Howard signature. The style of
Reed’s patented micrometer regulator is unique among “Howard” watches, and the
few known Reed chronometers are the only Howard movements engraved with his
regulator patent date, “Feb. 5, 1867.” The dial of movement S/N 7 is inscribed “E.
Howard & Co., Reed’s Chronometer, AD AHFF.” The inscription “AHFF” is a coded
date, 1866, reminiscent of Charles Frodsham’s date code, except that the numerical
values of Reed’s letters correspond to their places in the alphabet, rather than Reed’s
name. Reed’s chronometer escapement is an ingenious cross between a spring detent
and a pivoted detent escapement, in which the functions of the passing and the lift
springs are combined in a single component. Watches featuring this escapement fre-
quently run quite well and can keep excellent time, although Reed’s escapement
design may be open to the criticism that the detent is rather massive compared with
those of more conventional pocket chronometers.

Figure 20A, above. S/N 7 dial.
Figure 20B, below. S/N 7 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 3,120:
Watch No. 21, S/N 3,120, is an experi-

mental side lever movement with helical
hairspring, bar-style plates, and 15 jewels
in screwed-down settings. The finish
varies considerably on the eight surviving
Howard helical hairspring movements
currently documented. This particular
example features elaborate damascening
on the pallet bridge and the adjoining
areas of the dial plate. Other examples are
line damascened, and still others are nei-
ther damascened nor elaborately
engraved. The earliest known helical hair-
spring example is 1,105. These bar-style
movements had no pillars, but had
hogged-out top plates, a nontrivial con-
struction difference from the contempo-
rary six-pillar movements that would
have entailed different production meth-
ods. The mystique-laden serial number
range between 3,101 and 3,300, most of
which was never used, was reserved for
special experimental movements like this
one. How many others were there? The 18-
karat gold hunting case, by Chas. Jacot &
Bro., bears an 1870 owner’s inscription,
possibly added after the watch originally
was sold, for the “Reverend G. H. Minor.”

Figure 21B. S/N 3,120 case.Figure 21A. S/N 3,120 movement.
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Figure 22A, left. S/N 3,840 front.
Figure 22B, right. S/N 3,840 case.

Figure 22C.
S/N 3,840 movement.

E. Howard & Co. S/N 3,840:
Watch No. 22, S/N 3,840, is a second helical hair-

spring movement, this one with a gilt damascened fin-
ish. This particular watch is the latest known example
of its breed, and the only one with spun-in, rather than
screwed-down jewel settings. The surface finish of this
movement was nearly as experimental as the escape-
ment and plate layout. The earliest damascened
Howard watch known is S/N 1,105, also with helical
hairspring, but damascening did not become common-
place on Howard (or other American) movements until
after S/N 30,000. Howard was most likely the first
American watch manufacturer to experiment with
damascening. The extraordinarily well-preserved orig-
inal 18-karat open-face case of this movement is
marked “B. & Co.” Curiously, the original dial is
unsigned.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 23,469:
Watch No. 23, S/N 23,469, is a Model 1862 movement,

circa 1869, with Cole’s resilient banking escapement. This
invention vanquished two of Howard’s pet peeves at one
stroke: adjustable banking pins, which invited indifferent
watchmakers to make unwise adjustments; and the ten-
dency of watches to set when subject to shock. While the
resilient escapement was a British invention, Howard
alone, daringly embraced it. Serial number 23,469 is also
only the nineteenth Howard movement equipped with
Reed’s whiplash regulator, and only the ninth, $125 nick-
el-plated damascened movement so equipped. Serial
number 23,469 is one of the three known damascened and
nickel-plated, fully adjusted movements with Cole’s
resilient banking escapement (all of which appear in the
same ten-lot). Thereafter, Howard used Cole’s escapement
exclusively on low-to-medium-grade movements.
Movement S/N 23,469 is in a four-ounce, hand-engraved
18-karat gold hunting case engraved “L.B.,” possibly for
Lundgren & Bell.

Figure 23C. S/N 23,469 case front. Figure 23D. S/N 23,469 case rear.

Figure 23B. S/N 23,469 movement.Figure 23A. S/N 23,469 dial. 
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 12,000,000:
Watch No. 24 is an interesting side note to Howard’s Cole’s escapement story. It is a soli-

tary Waltham movement from a later period, incorporating the same novelty. Twelve-size,
Model 1894 (True Center Bridge) movement, S/N 12,000,000, with 21 jewels and Cole’s
resilient escapement, was made circa 1902. The finish is austere, but nevertheless high-
grade. It is more than likely that in 1902 someone at Waltham still remembered Howard’s
early experiments with Cole’s escapement. As mentioned, Cole’s invention was motivated
by the desire to prevent a watch from setting in the event of the kind of shock that was com-
monplace during excursions on horseback. The lore that has been handed down with move-
ment No. 12,000,000 is that it was made for the most illustrious “Rough Rider” of all,
President Theodore Roosevelt, in his inaugural year. 5 This story would indeed explain why
Waltham might have made a watch with a Cole’s resilient escapement in 1902, and had
reserved such a special serial number for it. Alas, the original case that might conclusively
have documented this important provenance is lost to the ages.

Figure 24A. S/N 12,000,000 movement.

Figure 24B. S/N 12,000,000 movement closeup.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 150,002:
Watch No. 25, S/N 150,002, is an experimental movement—one of two

L-size movements made with going barrel and exposed winding wheels.
The name “Eustis” appears in place of “E. Howard & Co.,” after the name
of a street adjacent to Howard’s home, and suggesting that Howard
regarded these movements as of lesser quality than his normal produc-
tion (all of which, except for the ladies’ movements, had safety barrels).
Even the serial number is unusual, being one of a “run” of two, sitting
astride a huge gap between the end of the normal Model 1874 production
runs at S/N 105,200, and the beginning of the Model 1881 production at
S/N 200,001.

Figure 25A. S/N 150,002 dial.

Figure 25B. S/N 150,002 movement.
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Theme No. 4: Moorhouse Dials
As uniformity and interchangeability crept into every corner of the American watchmak-

ing industry, E. Howard & Company remained as the last beleaguered island of Old World
craftsmanship and individual finishing in American watchmaking. Josiah Moorhouse, whose
career threads right through the most historically important period of American watchmak-
ing—from Appleton, Tracy & Co., to Nashua, to the American Watch Company, to Howard in
1886 and back to Waltham some time after 1896—personifies the craft aspects of American
watchmaking as perhaps no other individual.2 It was no accident that in 1886, as his longtime
associate, Charles Vander Woerd fell from influence at Waltham and was replaced by crea-
tures of the marketing department, that Josiah Moorhouse arrived at the doorstep of perhaps
the last American watchmaking enterprise still friendly to craft traditions. The six Moorhouse
dials included in this exhibit showcase not only Moorhouse’s skill, but also what was unique
about E. Howard & Company. With their high crafted content and individual persona, early
Howard watches are the quintessential symbols of the transformation of American watch-
making in the late-nineteenth century from a craft to a modern mass-production industry.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 102,034:
Watch No. 26 is a G-size transitional

dial. Stem winding movements cannot
be interchanged freely between hunting
and open-face cases, like key wind move-
ments could. This is because a hunting
case requires that a movement’s wind-
ing stem and center wheel make a 180-
degree angle in order for 12 o’clock to
appear beneath the pendant, whereas
hunting cases require a 90-degree angle.
Hence, when stem winding was intro-
duced in 1869-70, a small number of so-
called “transitional” dials were made
with the seconds bit at 3 o’clock, so that
a hunting-case movement can be placed
in an open-face case retaining 12 o’clock
at the pendant position. The example
shown has a circular Howard logo at 9
o’clock, providing aesthetic balance with
the seconds bit at 3. The logo is highly
embellished, and the reverse of the dial
is signed by Josiah Moorhouse. This dial
appears on nickel, stem wind G-size
Model 1874 movement S/N 102,034.

Figure 26B. G-size transitional
movement S/N 102,034.

Figure 26A. G-size transitional dial
S/N 102,034.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 307,287:
Watch No. 27 is a Model 1883 (“Series VIII”) watch with Moorhouse dial. This example of

Moorhouse’s work exhibits exquisite calligraphy, including upward finials on the hour rule, a
highly embellished Howard signature with a large, supernatant cartouche, decorative crosses
at the quarters of the minute track, and an elegant double outer rule with embellishments at
the five-minute positions. The dial is to be found on nickel movement S/N 307,287, engraved
“Heat & Cold,” within a 14-karat corrugated presentation case by Jeannot & Shiebler.

Figure 27. Model 1883 S/N 307,287.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 307,042:
Watch No. 28 is a Model 1883 (“Series

VIII”) watch with Moorhouse dial. This
dial features elegant, skeletonized hour
numerals with gossamer lacework
enhancements. The hour numerals
appear to be gray at normal viewing dis-
tances, but are in fact filled in with finely
spaced black lines drawn with a brush
formed from a single camel’s hair. The
fully adjusted nickel 3/4-plate movement,
S/N 307,042, features a dazzling repeated
swirl damascening pattern on its nickel
plates, 15 jewels in raised gold, screwed-
down settings, and Reed’s whiplash regu-
lator. The 18-karat gold open-face case,
signed by Boston retailer “H. N.
Lockwood,” features a fluted rim, an ele-
gant Gothic monogram on the rear cover,
and an interesting skew-reeded bezel.
The presentation on the cuvette reads
“From Associates in the Engineering
Department, B & M RR (Boston & Maine
Railroad), April 29, 1893.”

Figure 28A, above. Model 1883
S/N 307,042 dial.

Figure 28B, right. Model 1883
S/N 307,042 case.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 301,465:
Watch No. 29, S/N 301,465, is a Model

1883, 3/4-plate movement, circa 1884,
with nickel plates, Reed’s whiplash regu-
lator, Howard’s steel safety barrel, 15
jewels in raised gold screwed-down set-
tings, and adjusted to temperature,
isochronism, and six positions. The
watch sports a black dial with unique
calligraphy, signed on the reverse by
Josiah Moorhouse. This dial is one of two
known black dials signed by Moorhouse.
Both known examples, which have com-
pletely different calligraphy, are includ-
ed in this exhibit.

Figure 29B,. Model 1883 S/N 301,465 case.

Figure 29A. Model 1883 S/N 301,465 dial.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 40,671:
Watch No. 30 is a nickel, key wind

Model 1871 watch (Series IV) with a black,
personalized dial signed by Howard’s dial
room foreman, Josiah Moorhouse. This N-
size, threaded leg dial features a highly
unusual Howard signature in which the
characters “E,” “H,” “&,” “C,” and “o” appear
superimposed. The name “Thomas P.
Drown” is spelled out in Gothic capitals.
Thomas P. Drown was probably from the
Rochester, NH, area. The scarce nickel key
wind movement is S/N 40,671. It has
screwed-down jewel settings and a
micrometer regulator, but is adjusted only
to isochronism.

Figure 30A. Model 1871 dial. Figure 30B. Model 1871 movement.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 225,338:
Watch No. 31 is a Model 1881 watch with an

elaborately embellished dial in the style of Josiah
Moorhouse. It has movement S/N 225,338, circa
1891, with striking and intricately damascened
nickel plates, raised gold, screwed-down jewel set-
tings, whiplash regulator, and engraved
“Adjusted.” The engraved and engine-turned 14-
karat gold hunting case is embossed “E. H. & Co.”
The single-sunk dial is adorned with seven car-
touches and other embellishments on the Howard
signature, hour numerals, and the outer minute
rule. Moorhouse never signed the reverse of this
dial, but his artistic fingerprints are all over the
front.

Figure 31B. Model 1881 movement.

Figure 31C, left.
Model 1881 case front.

Figure 31D, right.
Model 1881 case rear. 

Figure 31A. Model 1881 dial.
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E. Howard & Co. S/N 66,785:
Watch No. 32 is a Model 1869 watch with a per-

sonalized Moorhouse dial spelling the name “Hbrt
(either for Hubert, or Herbert) Dalsimer” in
ornate Gothic capitals surrounded by gossamer
lacework of gray and orange. The first letters of
the first and last names are accented in orange.
The dial also features an embellished signature
and decorations at the quarters of the minute
track. It is to be found on a nickel stem wind, fully
adjusted movement, S/N 66,785, circa 1885-87, in
a 14-karat gold, engine turned and engraved
hunting case marked “E. H. & Co.” with glass
exhibition back.

Figure 32A, left. Model 1869 dial.           Figure 32B, right. Model 1869 movement.
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Am. Watch Co. Plaque signed by Moorhouse:
Figure 33 is a promotional plaque for the

American Waltham Watch Company featuring some
highly unusual dial calligraphy signed by Josiah
Moorhouse. The ad clearly dates to 1886, which was
the last year Moorhouse was at Waltham, prior to
his departure for E. Howard & Company, and the
year in which the company name “American
Waltham Watch Co.” was inaugurated. This framed
plaque allegedly was part of Waltham’s Columbian
Exhibition display in Chicago in 1893.

Figure 33. American Waltham plaque.
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Theme No. 5: Miscellaneous Howard Artifacts and Ephemera
Howard scales and clocks are even better known than Howard watches, and thus need no

coverage here. However, less known and seldom actually seen are a range of other products,
including bicycles, sewing machines, measurement instruments other than scales, and even
fire engines. Items 34 and 35 exemplify two rare precision measurement instruments made
by the company. Items 36 through 38 provide insights into the Howard watch factory’s oper-
ations.

E. Howard & Co. Engraved Micrometer:
Figure 34 is a small jeweler’s micrometer engraved “E. Howard & Co.,” the only item of its

kind known.

Figure 34. Jeweler’s micrometer.
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E. Howard & Co. protractor:
Figure 35 is a protractor engraved “Made by the E. Howard Watch & Clock

Company, Boston,” and either retailed by, or made for, A. C. Both C.E. (civil engi-
neer?), of Portland, Maine. It also bears a patent date of November 20, 1888.

Figure 35, left. Protractor with a
patent date of November 20, 1888.
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E. Howard & Co. Photo:
Figure 36 is a photo of E. Howard with employees outside the factory building. The man with the top hat in front is Edward Howard. The date of

this photograph is unknown, but it could have been taken no later than 1881, when Howard retired from management of the firm.

Figure 36. E. Howard employees outside factory building.
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Volume of Winding & Setting Patents:
Figure 37 is an interesting volume of winding and setting patents compiled for Howard by the

company’s attorneys. The existence of such a volume strongly suggests that the frequent design
changes in Howard’s winding and setting mechanisms were motivated as much, or more, by the
need to circumnavigate patents in the field, as by the pursuit of excellence.

Figure 37. An interesting volume of winding
and setting patents compiled for the United

States Watch Co. of Waltham by the 
company’s attorneys.



Theme No. 6: Watches by George P. Reed
George P. Reed, who had worked with Howard at the Boston Watch Company, was a major

player in Howard’s watchmaking operations from their earliest incarnation as “Howard &
Rice,” in 1858. Crossman states that Reed “acted in the capacity of foreman or assistant super-
intendent” to Howard, until about 1865, when Reed went into business for himself, making
small numbers of watches for the luxury market under his own name.4 The original divided-
plate movement concept with which Howard launched his watchmaking enterprise originat-
ed with Reed at the Boston Watch Company.1 All Howard watch movements until S/N 30,001
were equipped with Reed’s patented safety barrel, the earliest such mechanism on the
American market, for which Howard paid Reed a royalty of $1 per movement.4 Reed was one
of a handful of known independent watchmakers working in the U.S. in the 1870s, and was
the most prolific American maker of pocket chronometers (including item No. 20, already dis-
cussed). He produced perhaps a hundred such timepieces, incorporating his own unique
chronometer escapement, over his career. The name “G. P. Reed” appears frequently in the
early Howard factory ledgers as a finisher. Reed was undoubtedly the springboard for many
of Howard’s early experiments, and probably finished all or most of Howard’s helical hair-
spring movements personally. No catalog of E. Howard & Company watches would be truly
complete without a discussion of Reed’s contributions. Many of Reed’s ideas and attitudes are
embodied in items 20, and 36 through 38.
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G. P. Reed S/N 173:
Watch No. 38, S/N 173, is a nickel half-plate lever

escapement movement with winding reserve indica-
tor, key wound and set from rear, with Reed’s safety
barrel (“Patent Nov. 24, 1857” engraved on main-
wheel) and elegantly finished whiplash regulator
(“Patent Feb. 5, 1867” engraved on balance cock). The
movement has a compensated balance wheel located
underneath the center wheel, 15 jewels in screwed-
down settings, and simple axial damascening. The
unusual exposed stop work has a 15-toothed star
wheel. The Roman numeral dial with sunk seconds
has an up-down scale inscribed “G. P. Reed, Boston”
on two lines at center, and is graced with a set of
Howard-style umbrella hands.

Figure 38A. S/N 173 dial.                                  Figure 38B. S/N 173 movement.
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G. P. Reed S/N 268:
Watch No. 39, S/N 268, is a nickel half-

plate, stem wind and lever set, lever
escapement movement with winding
reserve indicator made for a retailer,
engraved “Reed, Boston, No. 268, Currier
and L’heureux.” The nickel plates have
straight line damascening embellished
with a braid pattern, and a spotted pallet
bridge. The movement features Reed’s
patented barrel and regulator (both
marked), and a compensated balance
located under the center wheel, 15 jewels
in screwed-down jewel settings, and also
has winding and setting squares above the
main barrel and center wheel arbors. The
dial, with upright Arabic numerals and up-
down indicator scale, is inscribed “G. P.
Reed” and “Currier & L’heureux.” The
watch has a coin silver key wind case
marked “C & L,” presumably for Currier &
L’heureux.

Figure 39A. S/N 268 dial.

Figure 39B. S/N 268 movement.

Figure 39C. S/N 268 case. Figure 39D. S/N 268 inside case.
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G. P. Reed S/N 326:
Watch No. 40, S/N 326, is a Reed “Monitor” watch, stem wind, pendant-set, damascened,

nickel, 3/4-plate lever escapement movement with Reed’s safety barrel (marked) and
whiplash regulator (unmarked), fenestrated top plate, and 15 jewels in screwed-down set-
tings. The movement is engraved “G. P. Reed, Monitor 326.” The multicolor dial, signed “G. P.
Reed,” has sunk seconds at 4 o’clock and sunk winding reserve indications at 9 o’clock. A full-
color American flag is featured at center, with six small rubies (or garnets) with surrounding
multicolor decorations along the circumference.

References for Howard Exhibit:
1. Clint B. Geller, Ph.D. “The Origin and Evolution of the E. Howard & Co. Divided-Plate

Key Wind Watch Movement,” NAWCC BULLETIN, No. 324 (February 2000): pp. 17-45.
2. ———. “E. Howard & Co. Watch Dials,” NAWCC BULLETIN, No. 285 (August 1993): pp.

387-419.
3. ———. “A Guide to Cases of E. Howard & Company Watches,” NAWCC BULLETIN, No. 295

(April 1995): pp. 147-168.
4. Charles S. Crossman, A Complete History of Watch and Clock Making in America.

Originally published in the Jewelers’ Circular and Horological Review, 1886-1891. Compiled
and edited by Donald L. Dawes (Lincoln, MA: Donald L. Dawes, 2002).

5. NAWCC New York Chapter No. 2. Irving Cooperman Memorial Monograph: A Look at
Members’ Favorite Timepieces. NAWCC New York Chapter No. 2, 1978.

6. Dana Blackwell.

Figure 40A. S/N 326 dial.

Figure 40B. S/N 326 movement.
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Waltham Complicated Watches
by Craig Risch (CA) and Clint B. Geller, Ph.D. (PA)

Waltham alone, among American watch manufacturers, competed in the rarified market for com-
plicated watches. Despite their high price tags, it is doubtful that the American Waltham Watch
Company ever realized much, if any, profit on these watches. Rather, they most likely were seen to
serve a different purpose—to enhance the image of their manufacturer in the public eye, by suggest-
ing that Waltham was the technical equal of their prestigious foreign competitors.

The first American-made complicated watch (i.e., one that does more than just tell time) to be pro-
duced was the Chronodrometer made by Appleton Tracy and Co., circa 1859. These watches were
unique in their use of a sweep hand that revolved once every four minutes, along with a small sec-
onds hand that revolved once every four seconds. The Chronodrometer, based on the 1857 Model
movement, had a button on the edge of the case that when pressed, activated a lever that stopped the
balance. These watches originally were marketed for the purpose of timing sporting events such as
horse races. Not many chronodrometers were sold, probably because of the inconvenience associated
with having to reset to the correct time of day every time the balance was stopped.

In the latter part of 1877, the American Watch Company introduced their double-dial chronograph,
which marked the beginning of chronograph production at Waltham. During the early part of 1881,
the company began offering standard front-dial chronographs and split-seconds models, as well.
These chronograph mechanisms, that had all of the functions one associates with a modern chrono-
graph (start, stop, and flyback), were constructed according to the patents of Henry A. Lugrin of New
York. All of the chronographs made at Waltham using Lugrin’s patents are based either on the com-
pany’s 14-size 1874 Model movement, or the 14-size 1884 model. The basic movements were supplied
to Lugrin at the Waltham building in New York, where he personally supervised the manufacture and
attachment of the chronograph mechanisms.

Although the bulk of the chronographs produced during this period were based on Lugrin’s patents,
Waltham also produced some that were not. From the latter part of 1879 up through 1881, the com-
pany produced a center-seconds stopwatch that was based on a 17-size key wind Hillside movement.
These watches were made in limited numbers and were mostly intended for export to England. Also,
from the spring of 1887 through the summer of 1889, the company made a limited number of very
high-grade and well finished chronographs based on the patents of Charles Meylan.

In the mid-1880s, Waltham began to manufacture five-minute repeating watches. The construction
of their earliest repeating mechanisms was based on the patents of Georges Aubert. Later on, the com-
pany introduced a second repeating mechanism based on the patents of Charles Meylan. Whenever a
chronograph complication is combined with a repeater, watches employing Aubert’s repeating mech-
anism always have a Lugrin’s patent chronograph, while those with a Meylan repeating mechanism
always use Meylan’s chronograph work as well.
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Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N 14,575:
Watch No. 1 is an Appleton Tracy & Co. S/N

14,575, Model 1857 Chronodrometer movement,
circa 1859. Unlike other Model 1857 movements,
Chronodrometer movements were set, as well as
wound, from the rear. The time of day is shown on a
small, eccentric subsidiary dial, while a timer runs
off the center post. The sweep hand revolves every
four minutes, while another subsidiary dial carries
a second hand rotating every four seconds. Both the
time train and the timer are started and stopped by
activating a button on the rim of the case. The dials
of different Chronodrometer movements are signed
in several different ways. Serial number 14,575 is
signed “American Watch Co., Chronodrometer” (the
latter, in red), and “Patent Feb. 8, 1859.” The incon-
venience of having to stop the time train in order to
utilize the timer function, and the absence of a zero-
return mechanism in the timer clearly contribute to
the rarity of Chronodrometer watches today. Serial
number 14,575 is in its original coin silver “A.T. &
Co.” case.

Figure 1A. S/N 14,575 dial. Figure 1B. S/N 14,575 movement.

Figure 1C. S/N 14,575 case mark.
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Am. Watch Co. S/N 1,059,618:
Watch No. 2 is an American

Watch Company S/N 1,059,618,
circa 1877, gilded 14-size Model
1874 movement with Lugrin’s
patented rear chronograph move-
ment. The rear chronograph
mechanism is framed by an annu-
lar dial with second indications.
The movement is housed in an
original 18-karat gold open-face
case embossed “A.W.Co.,” that was
made in Waltham factory’s own
case department.

Figure 2A, left. S/N 1,059,618 front.
Figure 2B, above. S/N 1,059,618 movement.
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American Watch Co. S/N 2,719,958:
Watch No. 3 is an American Waltham Watch

Company S/N 2,719,958, circa 1885, Model
1884 14-size nickel, damascened movement,
jeweled to the center, with split seconds
chronograph mechanism. The dial, with center
sweep chronograph hands and subsidiary 15-
minute register is signed “A.W.W.Co. Waltham”
in script. The gold case is stamped “C.W.C. Co.,”
for the Chicago Watch Case Company.

Figure 3A, left. S/N 2,719,958 front.
Figure 3B, above. S/N 2,719,958 movement.
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American Watch Co. S/N 3,127,652:
Watch No. 4 is an American Waltham Watch Company

S/N 3,127,652, circa 1887, 14-size Model 1884 nickel, dama-
scened movement jeweled to the center, with simple chrono-
graph mechanism and five-minute repeating mechanism.
The complications were assembled to movements like this
one in Waltham’s New York sales office. The dial bears the
three-line script signature “A.W.W.Co., Waltham, Mass.” The
front lid of the original four-color 18-karat gold hunting case
is engraved with the initials “MJC,” and the reverse is
engraved “48’th NY Volunteers, Company B,” with crossed
rifles, a drum, and American flags. The elaborate cuvette
inscription reads: “To comrade M. J. Cummings, Chairman of
Memorial Committee, by his G.A.R. (Grand Army of the
Republic) friends, as a testimonial of their appreciation of
his valuable service to his comrades individually, and the
order collectively, and a mark of esteem for his many manly
qualities which have so endeared him to his comrades. May
22, 1899.”

Figure 4A. S/N 3,127,652 dial.

Figure 4E. S/N 3,127,652 inside case.

Figure 4B. S/N 3,127,652 movement.

Figure 4C, left. S/N 3,127,652 case front.
Figure 4D, right. S/N 3,127,652 case rear.
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American Watch Co. S/N 3,793,257:
Watch No. 5 is an American Waltham Watch Company S/N

3,793,257, circa 1887, 14-size Model 1884 nickel, damascened move-
ment jeweled to the center, with five-minute repeating works and split
seconds chronograph mechanism. “American Waltham Watch
Company” is engraved on a bridge above the top plate. Like the previ-
ous example, the repeat function is activated by a slide on the rim of
the case, and the chronograph functions, including start, stop, and fly-
back, are activated by the side button on the opposite side of the case
from the repeat slide. The dial is signed “A.W.W. Co. Waltham,” and the
watch has a 14-karat gold hunting case stamped “Waltham.”

Figure 5A, above. S/N 3,793,257 dial.
Figure 5B, below. S/N 3,793,257 movement.
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